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Abstract

For heterogeneous processes, such as electrochemical reactions taking place at an elec-
trode, the chemical conditions at the reaction interface can differ significantly from the bulk.
Consumption of reactants leads to local depletion, whereas product formation results in
excess concentration. For reactions involving protons and hydroxide ions, these changes
can be described in terms of local pH. In this thesis, a method to measure near surface pH
with rotating ring disc electrodes (RRDE) was investigated. In this method, the RRDE is not
used in the classical generator collector mode with amperometric detection on the ring, but
with the ring as a potentiometric pH sensor. Hydrous iridium oxide films (HIROF) were
electrodeposited to serve as thin film pH sensors.

The chemistry of the deposition medium used for preparing the HIROFs was studied
in detail. The existence of crystalline nanoparticles in the film was proven by transmission
electron microscopy. HIROF exhibit a pH response greater than 60 mV, up to 90 mV, depend-
ing on the amount of crystalline matter and the redox buffering in the film. Variations in
the pH sensitivity were related to the average oxidation state, by measuring titration curves
after potential conditioning at different potentials. The pH sensitivity followed the cyclic
voltammogram (CV) of HIROF, with two maxima near the two redox couples in the CV.

The films did not fully adapt to conditioning potentials more positive than the first redox
couple. This phenomenon was discussed within the context of a DFT study on the binuclear
mechanism for the oxygen evolution reaction. Combination of experimental observations
and results from DFT calculations, revealed that the full oxidation of Ir(IV) to Ir(V) oxide is
inhibited and only partial oxidation to Ir(V) is allowed before the start of oxygen evolution.

After determining the pH sensing properties of HIROFs, films were deposited on the ring
of RRDEs and succesfully used in in situ near surface pH measurements. The ocp of HIROF
ring electrode was measured, during water and oxygen reduction on the disc. Next, the ocp
values were correlated to pH, using calibration curves measured in standard buffer solutions,
to obtain information on the near surface pH changes

Hydrogen peroxide, a redox compound, is one of the products of O2 reduction. Redox
reactions between the EIROF and such species, could hinder pH measurements. However,
for low H2O2 concentrations, a suitable potential conditioning of the HIROF, was shown to
subdue this influence. Thus, optimisation for systems under study is possible, facilitating in
situ pH measurements even in the presence of electroactive substances in solution.

Finally, the growth of ZnO rods was studied, with focus on electrodeposition on gold.
Deposition is induced by changing near surface pH with a electrochemical reaction, like
oxygen reduction, to induce precipation of ZnO onto the electrode. The current density,
related to the local pH, was found to have a profound influence on coverage density and rod
dimensions.

Keywords: hydrous iridium oxide, zinc oxide, electrodeposition, pH sensor, oxidation state,
RDE, RRDE, SEM
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1 Introduction

This thesis is about a meeting between two oxides, where one was inves-
tigated with the intend to use it for studying the formation of the other.
However, during the project focus shifted and the intended tool became the
centre of attention.

The main task specified at the start of the project was to investigate the
electrochemical deposition of zinc oxide, as an alternative to chemical bath
and vapour deposition. ZnO is grown electrochemically by making use of
its amphoteric nature.1–3 At high and low pH it is highly water soluble,
but at intermediate pH values the solubility decreases several orders of
magnitude.4,5 By using an electrochemical process to induce pH changes
at an electrode surface, one can locally minimise the solubility of ZnO
and force precipitation onto the electrode.2,3,5 Therefore, this process is
sometimes, more correctly, referred to as electroprecipitation.6 In this work,
however, the term electrodeposition will be used.

Since these pH changes only occur near the surface it is not straight-
forward to measure at what pH the precipitation takes place. A possible
approach is to place a small pH electrode close to the surface, but this would
affect local mass transport.5,7 Another solution is to use an electrochemical
time of flight method8 or, the choice at present, a rotating ring-disc electrode
(RRDE).9

The RRDE is a well known and widely used piece of equipment in
electrochemical laboratories. It consists of two electrodes embedded in a
cylinder: a disc electrode in the centre surrounded by a concentric ring
electrode, separated by an insulating gap.10 By rotating the electrode, a well
defined and well described convective flow is induced, which transports
reaction products from the disc to the ring, where they can be detected.7,10,11

Most commonly the ring is held at a fixed potential to quantitatively oxidise
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

or reduce the reaction products for amperometric detection. A classic exam-
ple is the study of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), where hydrogen
peroxide produced on the disc, can be detected on the ring by oxidation.12

In this thesis work the RRDE was used in a different manner: one that
was first described by Albery et al. In this approach the ring of the RRDE is
covered with a film that is sensitive to the analyte (e.g. protons or hydroxide
ions) and its open circuit potential is measured, to detect changes in analyte
concentration.9,13–15 Thus, instead of an amperometric sensor the ring is
used as a potentiometric sensor.

To measure pH with this technique iridium oxide was chosen as the
sensing material on the ring. A hydrated form of iridium oxide is easily
electrodeposited on a variety of substrates and has good pH sensing prop-
erties.16–18 Hydrated iridium oxide is an interesting material in itself: the
pH sensitivity is higher than what is commonly seen for other systems;19 its
cyclic voltammogram shows two features, which is well known, but not full
explained ; and its electrodeposition, albeit commonly used, has not been
researched much in itself. This soon led to the promotion of iridium oxide
from tool to topic.

The content of this thesis is based on a series of papers: four on iridium
oxide and one on zinc oxide. Each paper roughly corresponds to one chapter,
but contents were reorganised where suitable, to provide a more congruous
whole. After, presenting some background, theory and experimental details
in Ch. 2, 3 and 4, the contents of the five papers will be presented as follows.

In paper I the preparation of the iridium oxide deposition medium
was investigated. The contents are presented in Ch. 5, with the exception
of preliminary pH measurements. These results were moved to Ch. 6 to
allow discussion within the context of the extensive pH measurements that
form the topic of Paper II. The pH measurements presented in Paper II
were carried out in preparation of RRDE pH measurements on the oxygen
reduction reaction. Since, hydrogen peroxide is formed in the ORR on
gold, the influence of this compound on iridium oxide was tested.12 These
results are presented in Ch. 7 together with the results on the RRDE pH
experiments published in Paper III.

In Sec. 6.5 an experimental and theoretical study is presented that at-
tempts to provide insight into the processes responsible for the double
featured voltammetry of iridium oxide. This study evolved from Paper II
and earlier work by Busch et al. on the mechanism of the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) on transition metal oxides. The results will be published in
Paper IV, which is currently in preparation.
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The last paper based chapter, Ch. 8, concerns the electrochemical deposi-
tion of ZnO on gold rotating disc electrodes, with emphasis on the influence
of near surface pH. The results presented in this chapter, lead to the interest
into performing RRDE pH measurements and to Paper V.

Finally, this thesis will be finished with conclusions and a brief future
outlook in Ch. 9.





2 Background

Because of the overlap in subject matter, of the papers that
form the basis of this thesis, background information was
collected into a single chapter. Here, a literature context is
provided on which the work presented in later chapters
was founded. The chapter starts with a short history of
iridium, the main element in this thesis.

2.1 A short history of iridium
The discovery of iridium is closely linked to that of its companion platinum
metals: rhodium, palladium and osmium. The discovery of these four
elements were all presented between 1803 and 1805, by William Hyde
Wollaston and Smithson Tennant.20,21

In 1797, Wollaston set out to find a convenient and reproducible method
for refining raw platinum ore and in 1800 his study friend Smithson Tennant
joined this endeavour.21 Tennant was known as a talented chemist, but he
had an additional asset. By the age of 20 he had sadly lost both parents,
who left him a significant inheritance. This enabled the two men to purchase
the considerable amount of 178 kg raw platinum ore from the Viceroyalty of
New Granada, modern day Colombia.20

After dissolving the platinum ore in aqua regia a black residue was left,
which had been spotted earlier by the French chemists, Vauquelin. Fourcroy
and, in an independent study, Descotils.22 The task of analysing the solu-
tion and residue was split. Wollaston went on to discover palladium and
rhodium in the solution part, while Tennant worked on the residue. The
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6 Chapter 2. Background

sheer amount of residue left, some 3 kg, allowed Tennant to perform much
more detailed experiments than his French competitors who only had trace
amounts to work with. Initial suggestions were that the material was a form
of ‘plumbago’, the mineral form of graphite.22 However, Tennant’s experi-
ments proved that this black powder was considerably more interesting in
nature.

First, the powder was fused with NaOH at red heat. The melt was then
cooled and dissolved in water, resulting in a yellow, pungently smelling
solution. A significant amount of residue was left, which was added to HCl,
giving a deep blue solution. Again a residue was left behind though, which
was once more fused with NaOH, and subjected again to the steps just
described. By repeating this procedure all powder was eventually dissolved.
Tennant realised two new metals were present in the solutions, but each
containing an excess of only one.

Neutralisation of the alkaline solution gave a pale and volatile precipitate.
A pungently smelling, but sweetish, solution of pure OsO4 was obtained by
distillation. It is to this compound that Osmium – Greek for smell – owes
its name.21,22 The metal was obtained by shaking the OsO4 solution with
mercury, forming an amalgam, followed by filtering and distilling off the
mercury.22

The initially dark blue acidic solution turned olive green and even-
tually deep red upon heating. From the red solution, dark red crys-
tals were obtained after recrystallisation, which most likely consisted of
Na2[IrCl6] · nH2O.21 By heating the crystals, a silvery white, so far unknown,
metal was isolated. Owing to the great variety of colours this newly discov-
ered metal took in hydrochloric acid, it was named iridium, after iris: the
Greek goddess and personification of the rainbow.21,22

Iridium turned out to be among the densest and hardest metals known
and could not be melted by any means available at the time.22,23 It would
take until 1813 before iridium was melted in experiment. In 1800 Alessandro
Volta had discovered the voltaic pile, which had since been used by Sir
Humphrey Davy to isolate sodium and potassium.24 John George Children,
a friend of Davy, had become interested in these electrochemical experiments
and in 1813 presented a galvanic pile containing 20 copper and zinc plates,
each measuring 1.82 m by 0.81 cm. The stack was placed in 4 m3 of dilute
nitric and sulfuric acid.23,25 Under supervision of 38 friends, among whom
W.H. Wollaston, Children managed to partially melt a piece of iridium.
In 1815 he succeeded in the complete melting of an iridium sample, after
optimising the galvanic pile and adding an additional copper plate to each
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copper/zinc pair, on the advice of Wollaston.23,25 Unfortunately, Tennant
died in a horse riding accident mere days before Children performed these
experiments.23

Most applications of metallic iridium are related to its hardness and
inertness. For example, thermocouples of iridium and platinum iridium
alloys are used to measure temperatures up to 2000 ◦C in air. For high
temperature crucibles, iridium is used in place of platinum. Because of
its hardness, iridium, usually as an alloy with osmium, has been used in
mundane applications such as razors and fountain pen tips.21

In the present work, iridium was not used in its metallic form, but as
an oxide. Despite iridium’s inert nature towards oxygen, oxides can be
formed easily using various techniques.26 The preparation and properties
of iridium oxide will be discussed in the next section.

Shortly coming back to the original purpose of the work by Wollaston
and Tennant, besides filling gaps in the periodic table, the challenge of
finding a method of platinum refinement was also completed successfully.
As a result, W.H Wollaston became the main source of perfectly malleable
platinum in England, which brought him considerable wealth. In 1820
Wollaston closed his platinum business: possibly because of the prohibition
of platinum sale by Spain, although this is not entirely clear.27 Even after
shutting down his business Wollaston did not reveal his methods. Only
one month before his death was his procedure made public in his Bakerian
Lecture, read at the Royal Society in 1828.20,28

2.2 Iridium oxides

Iridium oxides can roughly be divided into two categories: hydrous and
anhydrous. Hydrous oxides are commonly prepared from solution by
sol-gel methods,29,30 electrodeposition,16,18,31 anodic growth32,33 and sput-
tering.34–36 Anhydrous oxides can be formed by, among others, melt oxida-
tion,26 sol-gel methods combined with thermal treatments,37 atomic layer
deposition38 and pyrolysis.39 An overview of different preparation methods
was given by Yao et al.26

Different methods lead to different properties, and iridium films are
often specified and abbreviated after their method of preparation. Scanning
literature on iridium oxide the reader might, therefore, get lost in a jungle of
acronyms. Different films are referred to as, among others, SIROF, AIROF,
EIROF, HIROF and IROF. In given order these refer to Sputtered, Anodic,
Electrodeposited and Hydrated Iridium Oxide Films
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The transition of hydrous to anhydrous iridium oxide can be irreversibly
achieved by heating above approximately 300 ◦C.40,41 Even metallic iridium
can be formed at temperatures exceeding 1100 ◦C.41

There are both differences and similarities in the properties of hydrous
and anhydrous iridium oxide films. The density of anhydrous IrO2 is
11.68 g cm−3, while that of hydrous films can be as low as 2 g cm−3 for
AIROFs.40 Both materials show electrocatalytic activity towards the oxy-
gen evolution reaction42–44 (OER), but each with its own advantages and
drawbacks. The differences can largely be attributed to the difference in
structure.

In contrast with their anhydrous counterpart, hydrated films have an
open structure that allows electrolyte to penetrate, with consequences for
their electrochemical properties. In addition to iridium sites on the surface,
those in the interior of the film are accessible for electrochemical reactions,
leading to a large electrochemically active area. Therefore, Burke et al.
described AIROF appropriately as 3d electrocatalysts.33 The much denser
anhydrous films lack this porosity, but show better long term stability, partic-
ularly when mixed with titanium dioxide.45–47 For this reason, application
of iridium oxide as electrocatalyst has moved more towards anhydrous irid-
ium oxide films supported on titanium oxide.48 SIROFs exhibit intermediate
properties, with respect to porosity and stability.40

In their application as pH sensors hydrous and anhydrous films each
display a distinct behaviour, which will be discussed in Sec. 2.5 and in more
detail in Ch. 6.

2.3 Hydrous iridium oxide films
2.3.1 Anodic iridium oxide films

Early work on hydrated iridium oxide films focused on AIROFs, commonly
formed by potential cycling iridium electrodes in acid. Like on other
noble metals, (e.g. Au, Rh, Ru, Pt, Au) hydrous oxides can be formed on
iridium under anodic conditions.32,49–54 Under galvano- and potentiostatic
conditions film growth is inhibited by dissolution, but thick films can be
obtained by potential cycling in acid solution.55 The growth of the oxide
occurs at the interface between the oxide and the parent metal.55,56 Pickup et
al. proposed a growth model where a dense oxide is formed initially, which
gets partly hydrated upon further oxidation. During a cathodic scan the
dense oxide is reduced back to the metal, leaving behind only the hydrous
part.56 By potential cycling this process is repeated, essentially building the
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hydrous oxide from the base up. This concept will come back in Sec. 6.4.3,
when the pH properties of EIROF are discussed. The maximum thickness
of hydrous films seems to be limited by a decrease in hydration at greater
depth.40

Besides scientific interest, HIROFs have been studied for practical ap-
plication, such as: electrocatalysts,33,42 chemical sensors,57,58 neurostimula-
tors59,60 and supercapacitors.55,61

For obvious reasons metallic iridium is needed as the substrate to form
AIROFs. However, with 83 more abundant elements, iridium is a rare and
costly element.62,63 Fully converting iridium thin films on foreign substrates
would lower the iridium needed and partially reduce this problem. How-
ever, in 1987 Yoshino et al. presented a method to directly electrodeposit
iridium oxide films (EIROF) on different substrates.31 Two years later an
optimised procedure was published by Yamanaka.16 Electrodeposition will
be discussed in some detail in the next section.

2.3.2 Electrodeposited iridium oxide films

Electrodeposition of iridium oxide films offers a flexibility in substrate
choice that is lacking for AIROF preparation. More specifically it allows
for the formation of HIROFs on transparent substrates, such as indium tin
oxide (ITO). This led to research efforts into the use of iridium oxide in
electrochromic displays,16 potentially in conjunction with WO3. HIROFs
switch from colourless transparent to dark blue upon oxidation.31,64–67 WO3
shows similar behaviour but in the opposite direction.68 High contrast
devices could therefore be created by coating one electrode with IrO2 and
the other with WO3.68,69

Interest in iridium oxide for electrochromic applications has declined in
favour of cheaper materials such as polyaniline, but Yamanaka’s method
and variations thereof remain the most common means for preparing
EIROFs.16–18,70 Details on the method can be found in the experimental
chapter. Alternative methods can also be found.31,71

Although Yamanaka’s method has been used for many years, there is
no consensus on the actual species involved in the deposition. The role
of all the solution constituents has not received much attention either. In
the original publication an iridium oxalato complex was put forward as
the active component.16 Oxalate was added to improve stability of the
solution. Anodic deposition was proposed to proceed through the oxidation
of oxalato complexes under formation of CO2. Later work by Elsen et al.
showed oxalate is not required to form stable and active solutions.18,72
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Instead a loose polymeric network of hydrolysed iridium was suggested as
the source of iridium oxide. The precipitation of hydrous oxides that occurs
at neutral conditions favours this hypothesis.73

The colour of the deposition solutions, deep blue to purple, is evidence
of the presence of multinuclear iridium oxyhydroxides.74,75 The size of these
species can, however, vary from dimers to nanoparticles.73,76 The synthesis
of iridium oxide nanoparticles has been performed in solutions very similar
to the one described by Yamanaka .73,76 The formation of nanoparticles will
be further discussed in Ch. 5.

2.4 Colloidal iridium oxide

The formation of colloidal iridium oxide was described as early as 1908 by
Wöhler et al.77 Desideri and Pantani proposed colloidal matter as an expla-
nation for their spectrophotometric results on alkaline iridium solutions.78

In both cases a blue colour was associated with colloidal matter.
This blue colour originates from an absorption band at 580 nm. Castillo-

Blum et al. showed this band is indeed associated with multinuclear iridium
oxyhydroxide complexes.75 Distinguishing dimers from polymeric com-
plexes or hydrous oxide particles is not trivial, since all – even HIROFs
– exhibit a similar absorption around 580 nm.29,67,73,75,76,79 However, the
presence of a tail on the 580 nm extending to larger wavelengths has been
related to scattering by particulate matter.76

Harriman et al. showed how hydrated iridium oxide colloids can be
prepared by forced hydrolysis of K2IrCl6 in presence of air.73 Under deaer-
ated conditions transparent suspensions of colloidal iridium were formed,
which turned blue upon aeration. Suspensions were obtained using citric
acid as the stabilising agent. The initial particle size ranged from 1 to
4 nm, which aggregated to form stable colloids around 100 nm in diame-
ter. The formation of nanoparticles has since been shown under various
conditions.29,44,58,76,80,81

With three carboxyl groups, citric acid induces aggregation by bridging
between particles, Fig. 2.1b.76 Hoertz et al. showed that aggregation can be
inhibited by using malonic and succinic acid, Fig 2.1c and d, which have
only two carboxyl groups.76

In a recent work by Zhao et al. alkaline solutions of K2IrCl6 were heated
for 20 min at 90 ◦C and then treated with HNO3. When this last step was
performed at 0 ◦C stable colloidal solutions of iridium were formed, in
absence of any stabiliser.29
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Figure 2.1: Structures of (a) oxalic, (b) citric, (c) malonic and (d) succinic acid

An elegant application of iridium oxide was presented by Kwon et al.,
who showed how the excellent electrocatalytic properties of hydrous iridium
oxide particles can be exploited to measure single particle diffusion.81,82

In these experiments a boron doped diamond (BDD) ultramicroelectrode
was placed in a dilute suspension of iridium oxide nanoparticles. The
electrode potential was then adjusted to within the oxygen evolution regime.
Owing to the passive nature of BDD towards oxygen evolution a current can
only be observed when one or more iridium oxide particles are adsorbed.
Current steps could therefore be related to the diffusion of particles to the
electrode.81,82

2.5 pH sensing
2.5.1 General

For common pH measurements glass electrodes do an excellent job, but
situations exist where they are less suitable, owing to chemical or practical
issues. The analyte might be too corrosive towards glass (e.g. strongly
alkaline and HF solutions), or the measurement volume too small (e.g. a
living cell). Alternative pH sensors that are more chemically resistant or
more easily miniaturised would then be required. Fortunately, several
options exist, based on different physical changes with pH.

In most laboratories one can find pH paper that can be used to get a quick
insight in solution pH, simply by looking at colour changes. Colorimetric
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pH sensors are based on the same principle. One or more pH sensitive
materials can be immobilised on a substrate, or the tip of an optical probe,
which can be used to detect pH by measuring reflection, transmission, or
luminescence.83–85

A very different approach is used in pH sensors based on ion sen-
sitive field effect transistors (ISFET).86,87 These devices make use of the
dependence of surface potential on pH and the physical properties of the
semiconductor-electrolyte interface. An example of such a device, based on
a ZnO wire, was presented by Heo et al.87

Since this thesis work aimed at measuring local pH on rotating disc
electrodes ISFET sensors were not considered. Colorimetric sensing might
be possible, if the insulating area around the electrode material of an RDE
is coated with a pH indicator. Instead, however, thin film potentiometric
sensors in combination with rotating ring-disc electrodes were chosen for
the experiments in this thesis. These sensors and their application will form
the topics of the next two sections.

2.5.2 Metal oxide pH sensors

Unlike semiconductor pH sensors those based on conducting materials
can be used in a direct potentiometric fashion. The experimental setup,
therefore, only requires a reference and sensing electrode in combination
with a voltmeter.

Two types of sensing systems can be identified: those based on an
equilibrium between a metal and its oxide, Eq. 2.1, and those based on an
equilibrium between two oxides of the same metal in different oxidation
states, Eq. 2.2 and 2.3.88

MxOy + 2yH+ + 2ye− −⇀↽− xM + yH2O (2.1)

M2O3 + H2O −⇀↽− 2 MO2 + 2 H+ + 2 e− (2.2)

M(OH)3 −⇀↽− MO(OH)2 + H+ + e− (2.3)

Sensors based on antimony or bismuth are of the first type.88 Out of these
two antimony pH electrodes are most widely used, particularly in medical
applications.88,89 Disadvantages of antimony electrodes are that they are
influenced by stirring and the chemical environment.90 Also, reproducible
sensors require highly crystalline antimony.91 Instead of the simple reaction
shown in Eq. 2.1 it has been found that local corrosion cells play an important
role in the sensing mechanism.88
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Fog et al. studied an extensive list of compounds for pH sensing: TiO2,
RuO2, Ta2O5, SnO2, IrO2, OsO2 and PtO2.92 However, positive results from
the literature and preliminary tests, in combination with facile electrodepo-
sition (Sec. 2.3.2) made iridium oxide stand out as the most suitable material
for the RRDE application.19,57,72,93–95

Bismuth sensors were initially considered for the present experiments,
after the work by Albery et al.9 However, bismuth was replaced with iridium
oxide after a preliminary study with both materials. Iridium oxide pH
sensors can be of the metal/oxide and the mixed oxide type, but only the
latter was used in the present work.88

As mentioned in Sec.2.2, the anhydrous and hydrous forms of iridium
oxide differ in properties. This clearly comes to expression in their pH
sensing behaviour. Anhydrous iridium oxide displays a classic Nernstian
response (1 electron per proton) of 60 mV.26,37 In contrast, hydrous films
exhibit a response greater than 60 mV, up to 90 mV.18,19

Explanations for this ‘super-Nernstian’ behaviour have been sought
in the acid base properties of the two oxides involved.19,57,96 According
to Eq. 2.2 and 2.3 both hydrous and anhydrous materials should exhibit
a 60 mV response.96 However, rewriting Eq. 2.3 to include the acid base
equilibria in Eq. 2.4 and 2.5, results in Eq. 2.6. According to this reaction
equation the pH response depends on the relative acidity of the two oxides
involved.

Ir(OH)3 −⇀↽− Ir(OH)2O− + H+ (2.4)

IrO(OH)2 −⇀↽− IrO(OH)O− + H+ (2.5)

(1− x)Ir(OH)3 + xIr(OH)2O− + xH+ −⇀↽−
(1− y)IrO(OH)2 + yIrO(OH)O− + (1 + y)H+ + 1 e−

(2.6)

Considering the increased acidity with oxidation state of solution complexes
and oxide surfaces, a response in excess of 60 mV would be expected.97,98

In this interpretation the response is merely higher than 60 mV, but in
agreement with the Nernst equation, nonetheless the quotation marks will
no longer be used. Further discussion of this topic can be found in Ch. 6.

In electrochemical experiments a background electrolyte is generally
required. It is thus important that the pH sensor used is not sensitive to
inert ions such as the alkali metal ions. Marzouk et al. found that EIROF
are not influenced by Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ 99
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Iridium oxide films are redox active themselves and might therefore
interact with other redox species in solution. Olthuis et al. showed that
in presence of oxygen AIROF show a slow drift (hours) towards the onset
potential of oxygen reduction. More important to the relatively quick
measurements required for the present work, are the finding by Carroll et
al.. They found a complete blocking of the pH response of EIROF by
hexacyanoferrate. Similar results were obtained for anhydrous iridium
oxide by Fog et al., who tested the influence of several compounds and
ions on the pH response of various of pH sensing materials. H2O2, Cl– and
K+ were shown not to interfere. Other factors, such as storage medium,
thickness and average oxidation state, can have an influence on the response
of hydrous layers as well.18,57

Zhang et al. applied AIROFs for local pH measurements in calcium phos-
phate electrodeposition.100 The working electrode used in these experiments
consisted of a grade 5 titanium disc, prepared with holes to fit iridium wires.
AIROFs were formed on the tip of the wires, after which they could be used
to monitor the near surface pH during deposition experiments.

Electrodeposition facilitates the formation of iridium oxide on substrates
of various size and shapes. This has led to interesting studies, such as
that by Carroll et al.,101 who presented an self calibrating EIROF based pH
sensor in lab on a chip configuration. A pattern of micrometre sized gold
electrodes was deposited on a silicon wafer, using standard lithographic
techniques. Next, iridium oxide was electrodeposited on the gold electrodes
to form an array of pH sensors. Potential conditioning was proven to be an
effective means of calibrating this system. The combination of a multitude
of parallel sensors and the possibility of in situ calibration, facilitates the use
of such systems for long term pH monitoring.

2.6 RRDE – pH measurements

Ever since the publication of the seminal book Physicochemical hydrody-
namics by Veniamin Levich, rotating electrodes have become a common
tool in electrochemical laboratories. A rotating disc in a Newtonian liquid
induces a well defined hydrodynamic flow, which can be used to control
mass transport towards the disc’s surface, Fig. 2.2. When an electrode is
placed at the centre of the disc, a powerful tool is created for studying
physical properties of electroactive substances (e.g. diffusion constants) and
the reactions they undergo.

Placing a second electrode in the form of a concentric ring around the
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r1
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r3

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a rotating ring-disc electrode (RRDE) and the hydrody-
namic flow near an R(R)DE.

disc expands the rotating electrode to a rotating ring-disc electrode, Fig. 2.2.
Most commonly this setup is used as a generator collector system, where
the ring is used as an amperometric detector for species generated on the
disc. Alternatively, the consumption of electroactive species can be detected
in shielding experiments, in which the same reaction is performed on the
disc and ring, but where the ring is kept under limiting current conditions
and the disc potential is scanned. The reduced flux to the ring of the species
under study, induced by consumption on the disc, is measured.

The foundation of the RRDE pH experiments described in the present
chapter was found in an extensive series of papers on RRDE measurements
by John Albery and co-workers, published between 196610 and 1989.15 The
last four papers of this series deal with the use of the RRDE in a poten-
tiometric mode to allow in situ pH measurements during electrochemical
experiments.9,13–15

For this purpose the ring electrode was covered with a pH sensitive
material, such as bismuth,9,13 thionine14,15 or in the present case iridium
oxide. Changes in the ocp of the ring can then be related to changes in
proton or hydroxide concentration near the surface.

Albery and co-workers used water oxidation and reduction as the test
reactions.9,13 Since protons and hydroxide ions are respectively formed in
these processes, local variations in pH occur, which were detected on the
ring. The main interest in their work was detecting small pH changes, far
below those expected for zinc oxide deposition. A work that is more related
to the application for this thesis was published by Hessami et al., who used
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a RRDE for pH measurements with a platinum ring in the presence of
hydrogen (RHE). With this system the electrochemical deposition of iron,
nickel and iron-nickel oxides was studied.

RRDE measurements have several advantages over over the use of a
micro pH electrode. Under regular experimental conditions the diffusion
layer thickness is in the order of microns*. Bringing a probe within such
distance from the surface, would influence the measurements by disturbing
the hydrodynamic flow and thus the mass transport. In addition, the
concentration gradients perpendicular to the surface are steeper then those
parallel to the surface,102 allowing more space between between the disc and
ring, than disc and probe. Finally, the experimental requirements are less
demanding than for using microprobes, in particular taking into account the
fact that the RRDE is already a common tool in electrochemical laboratories.

2.7 Zinc oxide

Throughout history zinc oxide has been used as a white pigment in, among
others, paints, cosmetics and paper.62 Zinc oxide is a wide band gap semi-
conductor (Eg = 3.37 eV) and is considered non toxic, which has led to its
use in sun screens.62,103 More technologically advanced applications have
emerged as well. In addition to a wide band gap, ZnO has a high elec-
tron mobility and large exciton binding energy (60 meV),103 making it an
interesting material for opto-electronic applications such as, conductive win-
dows,2,104 solar cells,105,106 LEDs,107–109 laser110,111 and transistors.112,113

Yet other applications are found in chemical sensing,87,114,115

In this work, focus was on forming thin films of ZnO rods with diameters
in the order of tens of nm, for application in, among others, white LEDs.
Thin films can be prepared using a wide variety of methods. Vacuum and
high temperature methods, like (metalorganic) chemical vapour deposition
(CVD), sputtering, atomic layer deposition are commonly used. CVD is
well suited to prepare aligned rods and wires.116–118 This technique has the
advantage of allowing standard lithographic techniques to pattern substrates
for directed growth. Patterning can be achieved either by masking parts of
the substrate during growth or by patterning catalysts particles from which
the rods grow (vapour liquid solid method).116,117 Also, doping of the ZnO
with foreign elements is readily achieved. The high temperature that is

*δ = 1.61D1/3ω−1/2ν1/6, with D =1× 10−5 cm2 s−1 and ν =0.01 cm2 s−1 the diffusion
layer thickness δ is 7 and 21 µm for a rotation rate of 300 and 3000 rpm, respectively.
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usually required (∼900 ◦C) is a disadvantage, since it restricts the substrate
choice.116

Alternatively, wet chemical techniques, such as chemical bath deposition
(CBD), hydrothermal growth and electrodeposition can be used. In these
methods water is the most common solvent and reaction temperatures are
generally below 100 ◦C, lifting the demands on thermal resistance of the
substrates. Somewhat higher temperatures up to 200 ◦C are used under true
hydrothermal conditions or using organic solvents.119–121

Arguably the simplest deposition method is CBD as described by Vays-
sieres,122 where ZnO films are prepared by placing a substrate into a heated
(90 ◦C) solution of hexamine and Zn(NO3)2 for 1 to 10 hours.122 Although
this method is simple, others such as electrodeposition are more versatile as
will be discussed below.

The habit of forming rods is related to the ZnO crystal structure. Cubic
forms exist (zincblende and rocksalt), but far more common is the hexago-
nally close packed wurtzite structure. Wurtzite ZnO can be described as an
alternating stacking of hexagonally close packed oxygen and zinc planes,
or as a hexagonal stacking of tetrahedral units of zinc coordinated by four
oxygen atoms, Fig 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Wurtzite structure of zinc oxide123

The non-centrosymmetric nature of wurtzite has important consequences
for the growth habit of ZnO. Crystal growth is fastest in the zinc terminated
{1000} direction and slowest in the oxygen terminated {1̄000} direction. This
rate difference has been ascribed to the interaction of zincate ([Zn(OH)4]2–])
with the solid. Landing on top of the zinc plane a zincate ion can interact
simultaneously with 3 zinc atoms on the surface. In contrast rearrangements
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or substitutions are necessary for zincate to bond to the oxygen terminated
plane.

The intermediate growth rate in the {011̄0} and {21̄1̄0} direction leads to
the facile formation of rodshaped crystals. Other interesting consequences
of the crystal structure are piezoelectric properties and the existence of a
dipole along the c-axis in ZnO rods.124,125 Yang et al. triggered a research
boost into zinc oxide rods by discovering their room temperature lasing
properties.110

2.7.1 Solution chemistry

The solution chemistry of zinc is extensive. Fig. 2.4a shows a room temper-
ature speciation diagram of zinc in aqueous solution taking into account
water, hydroxide and chloride complexes (0.1 M Cl– assumed). In Fig. 2.4b
the speciation in the same solution is shown for a temperature of 80 ◦C,
the temperature used in the deposition experiment in Ch. 8. The thermo-
dynamic data used to calculate these diagrams were taken from Goux et
al.4
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Figure 2.4: Speciation of ZnO in 0.1 M KCl at (a) 25 ◦C and (b) 80 ◦C.

By summing up the total concentration of zinc species at each pH the
solubility of ZnO, was determined, as a function of pH. A similar calculation
was then made for Zn(OH)2 to allow comparing their relative stability at
different pH. The results of these calculations made for 25 ◦C and 80 ◦C are
summarised in Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2.5 illustrates the strong pH dependence of the solubility of both
ZnO and Zn(OH)2, spanning 6 orders of magnitude. Additionally, with
increasing temperature the solubility curve shifts to lower pH. Consequently,
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Figure 2.5: Solubility of ZnO and Zn(OH)2 in 0.1 M KCl at 25 ◦C and 80 ◦C.

the solubility on the acidic side of the curve is reduced. Finally, ZnO is
shown to be the more stable phase under all conditions represented by the
figure.

2.7.2 ZnO electrodeposition

As discussed in the previous section the solubility of ZnO is strongly pH
dependent, spanning several orders of magnitude. This property can be
used to deposit ZnO electrochemically. The two most commonly used
electrodeposition methods are based on nitrate and oxygen reduction in
unbuffered near neutral solutions containing a zinc salt.1,2,5 Both reactions
increase the near surface pH by releasing hydroxide ions and can thereby
create a suitable environment for ZnO to precipitate onto the electrode. A
less common, but effective alternative to the above mentioned reactions, is
the reduction of hydrogen peroxide.6 Since, the deposition process itself is
essentially a chemical precipitation reaction, it is sometimes referred to an
electroprecipitation. However, throughout this work, the term electrodepo-
sition will be used.

Taking into account the amphoteric nature of ZnO an approach from
high pH, could be considered as well. Limmer et al. showed that proton
release during ascorbate oxidation can indeed be used to deposit ZnO from
alkaline solutions.3

Goux et al. performed potentiostatic deposition experiments from 22 ◦C
to 89 ◦C on fluorine doped SnO2 (FTO), using oxygen reduction. Below
34 ◦C the electrode was passivated by the deposit, which was attributed to
the formation of amorphous Zn(OH)2. At intermediate temperatures the
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current traversed a minimum and a maximum before reaching a stable value.
The minimum persisted for a shorter time with increasing temperature until
it disappeared between 50 and 60 ◦C.4

According to Fig. 2.5 the formation of zinc hydroxide must be related to
reaction kinetics, since ZnO is thermodynamically favoured even at room
temperature. This was confirmed by Pauporte and Jirka, who showed that
the low temperature insulating film can be slowly converted to ZnO by vig-
orously bubbling the electrolyte with oxygen.126 Hence, room temperature
growth is possible, but deposition at elevated temperature is still favourable
with respect to time and morphology control.

Despite the improvement compared with chemical methods the substrate
is still an important factor in ZnO deposition. Silicon shows little affinity
towards ZnO deposition, while GaN facilitates the formation of highly
aligned rods.127–129 Deposits on FTO can be tuned from very dense to
free standing rods by an electrochemical pretreatment.5,130 Alternatively
substrates can be seeded with ZnO to improve the deposits.131

Both for chemical and electrochemical growth specific adsorption can
be used to control the morphology of ZnO.132–134 Elias et al. studied the
influence of the anion in electrodeposition and found that the aspect ratio of
the rods decreased in the order acetate, sulfate and chloride.135 In a related
study, the aspect ratio was shown to go through a maximum near 1 M for
Cl–.136,137 Finally, high zinc concentrations lead to more smooth deposits,
whereas rod formation is favoured at low concentrations.
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3.1 Electrochemical techniques
3.1.1 Cyclic voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical technique where the potential
on the working electrode is scanned linearly back and forth between prede-
fined limits. The resulting current on the working electrode is measured as
a function of the applied potential. Fig. 3.1a shows a typical potential input
in CV.

time
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Figure 3.1: (a) Potential in time profile for cyclic voltammetry (b) ( ) Cyclic
voltammetry of [IrCl6]2–/[IrCl6]3– and ( ) a hydrated iridium oxide film.

CV can be used for different purposes. In Ch. 5 CV was used as an
analytical technique to study solutions and in Ch. 6 and 7 it was used
to prepare iridium oxide films by electrodeposition. CV is a convenient
technique to get a qualitative overview of the electrochemical behaviour of
systems, such as reversibility, the existence of coupled reactions, number

21
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of electrons involved and the distinction of surface confined and solution
reactions. However, it is not restricted to such use and quantitative data with
respect to reaction kinetics and mass transport can also be obtained.138,139

Voltammetry was employed to measure, both on solution and surface
confined species. In the former the shape of the voltammogram is deter-
mined by the interplay between kinetics and mass transport. For purely
surface confined systems, mass transport is not involved, which results in a
different current potential relation. Two examples can be seen in Fig. 3.1b.

The voltammetry of a reversible redox couple confined to the electrode
surface is characterised by a linear relation between the peak currents and
the scan rate. In contrast, solution redox couples exhibit a linear relation
with the square root of the sweep rate, owing to diffusion.

In the simplest model for a redox active surface film, a monolayer
of reversible non-interacting redox couples is considered. In this model
Langmuir adsorption isotherms can be combined with the Nernst equation
to derive an analytical expression for the current potential relation.138

However, surface confined systems, like the IrO2 films studied, do not
always obey Langmuir conditions. Many factors can play a role here. Inter-
actions between the centres is likely, since we are dealing with charging and
discharging of neighbouring species. For such systems alternative isotherms
could be applied, for example the Frumkin isotherm.140,141 Variations in
the chemical structure of the film can result in a distribution of standard
potentials, also leading to a broadening of the CV peaks.142 An interesting
example of the strength of the interactions between redox centres is pre-
sented in Sec. 6.5 of this thesis (Paper IV). A comprehensive overview of
models for non-ideal surface confined systems, was given by Honeychurch
et al.142,143

Even for surface confined systems diffusion can play a role, when solu-
tion species are involved in for example charge compensation in the film.
For the hydrous iridium oxide system, the redox transitions are accom-
panied by proton and hydroxide transport, which can lead to diffusion
limitations, in particular at high sweep rates.144–146

An important issue with surface confined systems is the way the CV is
measured. Many modern potentiostats apply a staircase instead of a real
linear sweep. For solution reactions this is not necessarily an issue, because
the current response to a staircase approaches that of a linear sweep as the
step size is reduced, for n∆E < 0.26 mV the two are indistinguishable.147,148

However, for reversible surface confined systems linear sweep behaviour
cannot be obtained by choosing proper step size and sampling delay time.147
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A solution can be to apply a low-pass filter to the input signal. Essentially
this smears out the staircase and makes it resemble a linear scan, see Fig. 3.2
and 3.1a. Some potentiostats contain multiple filters with different cutoff
frequencies. The right choice depends on the scan and sampling rate: too
high a cutoff frequency has little effect on the staircase, Fig. 3.2a, but too
low a frequency affects the switching point and creates an offset in the
potential, Fig. 3.2c.147 In the present work, filters were chosen on the basis
of comparison with analogue sweeps.
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Figure 3.2: Staircase signal filtered through a low pass butterworth filter and the
effect of a decreasing cutoff frequency (a) to (c)

3.1.2 Rotating electrodes

Electrode reactions often involve solution species, which need to find their
way to the electrode surface to react. During such electrochemical reac-
tions, reactants in the near surface area are consumed, depletion occurs
and a diffusion layer forms. Hence, mass transport plays a crucial role in
electrochemical experiments. At stationary electrodes the diffusion layer
can grow unrestrictedly, slowing down diffusion as the electrode reaction
proceeds.138 Consequently, natural convection, induced by factors like local
thermal fluctuations or vibrations caused by neighbouring equipment, be-
comes increasingly dominant, hindering a complete description of the mass
transport.149 Near stationary electrode mass transport can therefore only be
described at short time scales.

The growth of the diffusion layer can be restricted using convective
methods, such as impinging jet or flow cell configurations, and rotating
electrodes. The last have been used in the present thesis. The underlying
principle of rotating electrodes is the existence of a hydrodynamic boundary
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layer at the electrode surface, induced by viscous drag of the electrolyte.11,138

Within roughly the first 5 % of this layer mass transport is entirely controlled
by diffusion whereas outside this region efficient convective mixing main-
tains bulk concentrations.138 Hence, under rotation a well defined diffusion
layer exists at the electrode surface. In addition, the diffusion layer thickness
is entirely controlled by physical constants of the system and the rotation
rate.

The physical representation of convective flow induced by an infinitely
large rotating disc was provided by von Karman and Cochran.138,150,151 Pro-
vided the hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness is significantly smaller
than the dimensions of the electrode, the electrode can reasonably be con-
sidered infinitely large.138 The hydrodynamics were combined with electro-
chemistry by Levich, to provide the mass transport equations underlying
the rotating (ring-)disc electrode (R(R)DE).11 Later, Albery et al. published a
seminal series of papers and a monograph, presenting a new derivation of
the transport equations for the RRDE system, as well as a wide selection of
experimental studies.10,149,152 To extract detailed information about reaction
kinetics, both analytical153–155 and numerical156–161 modelling have been
used in the literature.

In the present work, the interest lies in the concentration of the reaction
products in the near surface region. Surface concentrations and profiles
in the disc region can be calculated for products in a similar manner as
for reactants.138 The next two sections give a summarised derivation of
the equations used in Ch. 7 and 8. The procedures used, follow those
described by Bard and Faulkner (Ch. 9).138 To prevent cluttering the text
with definitions, the symbols used in the equations are listed in the list of
abbreviations and symbols at the beginning of this thesis.

Surface concentration

The hydrodynamic flow induced by an infinitely large rotating disc was
given as a set of three infinite series, describing the flow in the radial,
azimuthal and normal direction.11,150,151 Owing to the symmetry of the
RDE system only the convection normal to the electrode, vy, needs to be
considered.7,11,138 In addition, at short distances from the surface only the
first term in the series expansion needs to be taken into account, giving,

vy = 0.51w
3
2 ν−

1
2 y2 (3.1)
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The convective diffusion equation describing mass transport to and from
the electrode is,11,138,149

vy
∂C
∂y

= D
∂2C
∂y2 (3.2)

For a redox reaction,

pO + pne− −⇀↽− qR− (3.3)

the flux J of O and R– at the surface is defined as,

JO = −DO

(
∂CO

∂y

)
y=0

and JR = −DR

(
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

(3.4)

which relate as,

qJO = −pJR (3.5)

Hence, the concentration gradient of R at the surface can be written as,(
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

= − q
p

DR

DO

(
∂CO

∂y

)
y=0

(3.6)

Rearranging Eq. 3.2 with inclusion of Eq. 3.1 and integrating once results
in,138

C∗R − C0
R =

(
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

∫ ∞

0
exp

(
−y3

3BR

)
dy (3.7)

with,

BR =
DRw−

3
2 ν

1
2

0.51
(3.8)

The integral on right hand side of Eq.3.7 can be rewritten as a Gamma
function, to obtain,138

C∗R − C0
R =

(
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

(3BR)
1
3 Γ (4/3) (3.9)
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Using Eq. 3.6 this becomes,

C∗R − C0
R = − q

p
DO

DR

(
∂CO

∂y

)
y=0

(3BR)
1
3 Γ (4/3) (3.10)

For a reduction reaction, the current is related to the surface gradient of the
oxidised species as,138

−i
nFADO

=

(
∂CO

∂y

)
y=0

(3.11)

Hence, with Eq. 3.10 and 3.11 the surface concentration of R can be related
to the current,

C∗R − C0
R =

q
p

DO

DR

i
nFADO

w−
1
2 ν

1
6 D

1
3
R

(
3

0.51

) 1
3

Γ (4/3) (3.12)

C0
R = C∗R − 1.61

q
p

i
nFA

D−
2
3

R ν
1
6 w−

1
2 (3.13)

The reactions of interest for this project are water and oxygen reduction
(Ch. 7 and 8), the latter of which can proceed through a 2 or 4 electron
process. The relevant reaction equations are,

O2 + 2 e− + 2 H2O −⇀↽− H2O2 + 2 OH− (3.14)

O2 + 4 e− + 4 H2O −⇀↽− 4 OH− (3.15)

H2O + e− −⇀↽− 1
2 H2 + OH− (3.16)

In all three reactions q
pn = 1, which in Eq. 3.13 gives,

C0
R = C∗R − 1.61

ν
1
6 i

FAD
2
3
Rw

1
2

(3.17)

Eq. 3.17 shows that C0
R changes linearly with the current and depends

inversely on the square root of the rotation rate.
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Near surface concentration profile

The concentration profile of the produced species near the electrode surface
can be calculated from Eq. 3.7 by changing the upper integration limit,138

CR(y)− C0
R =

(
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

∫ y

0
exp

(
−y3

3BR

)
dy (3.18)

With Eq. 3.6 and 3.11 the previous equation can be written as,

CR(y) = C0
R +

q
p

i
nFADR

∫ y

0
exp

(
−y3

3BR

)
dy (3.19)

As in the previous section, this equation can be simplified for oxygen
reduction, using p = 1 and q = n = 4 or 2,

CR(y) = C0
R +

i
FADR

∫ y

0
exp

(
−y3

3BR

)
dy (3.20)

Filling in Eq. 3.17 for C0
R gives,

CR(y) = C∗R −
i

FA

1.61ν
1
6

D
2
3
Rω

1
2

− 1
DR

∫ y

0
exp

(
−y3

3BR

)
dy

 (3.21)

By integrating for a range of y values, concentration profiles of CR in the dif-
fusion layer can be obtained. The example profiles in Fig. 3.3 show that both
the diffusion layer thickness and deviations from the bulk concentrations of
O and R increase with decreasing rotation rate.

Rotating ring-disc electrode

Most commonly the ring-disc is used in a generator collector mode, where
reaction products, formed electrochemically on the disc, are detected am-
perometrically on the ring. In the experiments in Paper III, a variation was
used, where the ring was allowed to float and its open circuit potential
was measured. There is an important difference between the two methods
in terms of the mathematical description of the system. While the mass
transport equations are the same, the boundary conditions at the ring vary.
The surface of an ring-disc electrode can be divided into three regions: disc,
gap and ring, see Fig. 2.2. These regions are represented by their radii, r1, r2
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Figure 3.3: Concentration profile of O2 and OH– for reduction of O2 at 1 mA cm−2

and rotation at 500 rpm, from a 1 mM O2 solution at neutral pH.

and r3. In amperometric mode these all have different boundary conditions,
given below.7,138 On the disc,

DR

(
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

= −DO

(
∂CO

∂y

)
y=0

(3.22)(
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

=
−iD

nFADR
=

−iD

πr2
1nFDR

(3.23)

in the gap, (
∂CR

∂y

)
y=0

= 0 (3.24)

at the ring,

CR(y = 0) = 0 (3.25)

When the ring is used in potentiometric mode it is assumed that only a
negligible amount of product is exchanged to bring about the potential
change used for detection. Under this assumption, the zero flux condition
in the gap region also applies to the ring. Essentially, one cannot speak
of a collection efficiency, like for the generator collector system, since no
collection takes place. Instead, a detection efficiency can be defined, based
on the radial concentration profile at the surface outside the boundaries of
the disc.9,102
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Albery et al. provided the necessary equations.9 For radii, r, greater
than r1 the ratio of the concentration difference between bulk and surface in
region inside and outside the disc area is given by,9

C0(r)− C∗

C0
D − C∗

= 1− F

((
r
r1

)3

− 1

)
(3.26)

where the function F is defines as,

F(θ) =
√

3
4π

ln


(

1 + θ
1
3

)3

1 + θ

+
3

2π
arctan

(
2θ

1
3 − 1

3
1
2

)
+

1
4

(3.27)

The RRDE efficiency under potentiometric conditions is given by,

ND = 1− 1
6

F
[

r2

r1

3
− 1
]
− 2

3
F

[(
r2 + r3

2r1

)3

− 1

]
− 1

6
F

[(
r3

r1

)3

− 1

]
(3.28)

3.2 Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used in Ch. 5 for analysis of the iridium
oxide deposition solutions. Light scattering occurs in media that contain
inhomogeneities with respect to refractive index, such as particulate matter
or emulsion droplets in a solvent. In dynamic light scattering the scattered
intensity is measured as a function of time at a fixed angle.

Due to Brownian motion of the scattering entities the scattered intensity
fluctuates in time. By applying an autocorrelation function to the signal
a measure of the correlation length can be obtained, which relates to the
average diffusion coefficient of the scattering entities. Under the assumption
of spherical matter the Stokes-Einstein equation, Eq. 3.29, can then be used
to relate the diffusion coefficient to the particle radius.162

D =
kBT

6πηRH
(3.29)

A drawback of the light scattering techniques is that the scattering intensity
is highly sensitive to the dimensions of the scattering particle (volume
squared), in the case of a spherical particle there is a R6 dependence. As a
consequence, the radius of polydispersed solutions is biased towards larger
particles,162
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3.3 Electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy

Two electron microscopy techniques were used for characterising samples.
Scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM, respec-
tively). Furthermore, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used
for elemental analysis of surfaces. Since EDX and SEM were done in the
same equipment these will be treated in a single section.

3.3.1 SEM & EDX

As can be inferred from the name, SEM involves the scanning of sample
surfaces with an electron beam to obtain surface information and construct
images.

The acceleration voltage used in SEM typically lies in the range of 1
to 25 kV. When an electron beam hits a surface several physical processes
occur, leading to the emission of electrons and X-rays from the sample. Two
categories of electrons can be distinguished. First, backscattered electrons:
electrons from the beam that found their way back out of the sample after
(multiple) scattering events. Second, secondary electrons: electrons from
the sample, that gained sufficient kinetic energy due to inelastic scattering
of beam electrons to be ejected from the sample.163

In practice the only distinction that can be made between electron origi-
nating from different process, is by their energy range. Electrons detected
at less than 50 eV are considered secondary electrons and everything above
backscattered. As the beam voltage is decreased the relative amount of
secondary electrons in the signal increases. For the work described in this
thesis, only secondary electrons are considered.

As mentioned above, X-rays emission can also be an outcome of the
interaction of the beam with the sample. In an inelastic scattering event,
an electron from the beam can transfer sufficient energy to an inner core
electron to be expelled. This leaves the atom in an excited and ionised state.
Relaxation of this state can lead to the expulsion of a second electron (Auger)
or to the emission of an X-ray photon, the latter of which are detected in an
EDX measurement. Because the X-ray photon is a result of relaxation from
core electrons, their energies give information about the elemental nature of
the specimen.163
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3.3.2 TEM

In transmission electron microscopy, the electron beam is passed trough the
sample and the transmitted beam is detected. Interaction of the electron
beam with the specimen, e.g. scattering and absorption, is used for imaging.
The energy of the electron beam is generally much higher than in SEM. For
the TEM measurements performed for this thesis work, a beam voltage of
200 kV was used, which is a factor 20 to 100 higher than what was used for
scanning electron microscopy. Since the beam needs to pass through the
specimen, the maximum specimen thickness is restricted to roughly 100 nm.





4 Experimental

4.1 Electrochemical equipment
The main body of the project entails electrochemical methods for prepara-
tion, characterisation and analysis. Here an overview is given of the setups
and equipment used throughout this thesis.

4.1.1 Potentiostats

• EG&G Princeton Applied Research potentiostat/galvanostat model
273A, Corrware

• Gamry Reference 600tm, Gamry Analyst 5.60 Potentiostat/Galvano-
stat/ZRA

• Autolab, px1000, NOVA 1.7

• Solartron 1287A, Corrware.

4.1.2 Cells and electrode setup

Regular single compartment glass electrochemical cells were used, with
single and double walls. The latter were used in experiments performed at
elevated temperature, since they allow temperature control using a thermo-
static bath. For room temperature experiments both types were used.

Experiments were carried out with different electrode setups. All elec-
trodeposition and voltammetry measurements were done in a conventional
three electrode setup with a working, reference and counter electrode. Open
circuit potential (ocp) measurements were carried out in a two electrode
setup with only a indicator and reference electrode. For the RRDE-pH ex-
periments, the disc, counter and reference electrode were used in a standard

33
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three electrode setup. In addition the ring and reference were connected to
the px1000 module to allow ocp measurements on the ring.

4.1.3 Electrodes

Reference All experiments were performed using double junction Ag/AgCl
(sat’d KCl) reference electrodes (E = 197 mV vs NHE). The outer
junction was always filled with the background electrolyte used in the
experiments. The Ag/AgCl electrode was prepared by oxidation of a
silver wire in 0.1 M KCl for 30 minutes, under galvanostatic conditions
at ∼ 0.4 mA cm−2.164 Prior to the oxidation step, the silver wire was
cleaned in 15 M NH3 and then in 3 M HNO3, in between and after it
was rinsed with Milli-Q water.164

Counter A platinum mesh was used as the counter electrode in all electro-
chemical experiments described in this thesis.

Working Several working/indicator electrodes were used. The RDEs all
had a radius of 1.5 mm and were embedded in epoxy (Epofix, Struers)
or PEEK. The electrode materials used were gold, platinum and tita-
nium. The RRDEs were either gold/gold or gold/titanium in epoxy,
with a disc radius of 1.5 mm and a ring with an inner and outer radius
of 1.8 and 2.5 mm, respectively. For ocp measurements in Ch. 5 a Pt
rod was used as the indicator electrode in a two electrode setup. All
electrodes will be specified at the appropriate locations in the text.

Before use the working electrodes were polished to a mirror shine on
a polishing cloth (DP-DUR, Struers and MD-Chem), with diamond paste
(Struers 6, 3, 1 and 0.25 µm). After polishing the electrodes were rinsed
with Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ Millipore Milli-Q-Academic) and sonicated in
Milli-Q water. RRDEs were not sonicated, because of issues with leaking.

4.2 UV-Vis spectroscopy
UV-Vis spectroscopy was measured on a Cary 50 Bio UV-Visible spectropho-
tometer controlled by the Cary WinUV software, using Hellma Quartz
cuvettes with a 10 mm path length.

4.3 Electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) and energy disper-
sive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), was performed on a Leo Ultra 55 FE-SEM,
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equipped with an Oxford Inca EDX system. In addition a JEOL JSM-6301F
FE-SEM was used for imaging. Throughout this work FE-SEM will be
referred to as SEM.

Sample preparation was performed in several ways, depending on the
studied material. For measurements on electrodeposited films of both
iridium and zinc oxide, the RDE or RRDE was mounted directly in the
SEM. While positioning the sample for imaging a low voltage (e.g. 1 kV)
was used to prevent charging of insulating parts of the electrode. Once the
sample was in position higher voltages could be used. Measurements on
surface morphology were generally performed at a working distance of 2
to 4 mm using the in-lens detector. Imaging on chemically grown ZnO was
done on the JEOL SEM, at a working distance of 15 mm and an acceleration
voltage of 15 kV. The Si or SiC wafers used as substrates were mounted in
the microscope on carbon tabs.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was carried out on a FEI Tecnai
G2, using an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Samples were prepared on
3 mm alvac steel discs. The discs contained a small hole, with a sufficiently
thin edge at which imaging could be performed.

Iridium oxide samples for TEM imaging were prepared in two ways. One
was prepared by direct electrodeposition onto the substrate at a constant
current of 16 mA cm−2 for 2 min. The second was prepared by a simple drop
and dry method, where a drop of a dialysed (against Milli-Q) deposition
solution was dropped onto the substrate, followed by carefully drying over
a hotplate, which was set to 120 ◦C. EDX measurements on these samples
were done in the SEM, using a holder for TEM samples.

4.4 Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS), was measured on a Malvern Zetasize Nano
ZS. The incident beam was a 632.8 nm HeNe laser and the detection angle
173°.

4.5 Iridium oxide deposition
4.5.1 Preparation of the IrO2 deposition solution

The solution for electrodeposition was prepared according to Yamanaka,16

however the order of addition of oxalic acid and H2O2 was reversed fol-
lowing Marzouk.17 First, 0.15 g IrCl4 (Premion 56.77% Ir, Alfa Aesar) was
dissolved in 100 ml Milli-Q water and stirred for 30 minutes using a mag-
netic stirrer. Then, oxalic acid, 0.5 g anhydrous or 0.65 g (Merck, pro analyse),
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was added, followed by 10 minutes of stirring before adding 1 ml H2O2
(30 %, Fluka traceselect ultra). After another 10 minutes of stirring the pH
was slowly raised to 10.5 by stepwise addition of sodium carbonate (Merck,
pro analysis). For deposition solutions used in the RRDE-pH experiments,
Na2CO3 was replaced with K2CO3, Ch. 7.

After preparation the solution was aged at room temperature for a
minimum of two days, or heat treated. In the heat treatment, the solution
was heated to 90 ◦C for 15 minutes and subsequently cooled down to room
temperature in an ice bath.17 Both procedures were used in the experiments
described in this thesis, no difference was noted for depositions from heat
treated and non heat treated solutions.

4.5.2 Electrodeposition of iridium oxide

Deposition of iridium oxide by CV was carried out at 1 V s−1 with a station-
ary electrode. On gold electrodes the potential was cycled 600 times between
−500 and 650 mV (vs Ag/AgCl), Ch 6. For depositions on the titanium ring
of the RRDEs, the limits were −200 and 750 mV and the number of cycles
300, Ch. 7.

4.6 Zinc oxide deposition
Chemical bath deposition (CBD) of ZnO was done from equimolar solutions
of 25 mM hexamine (HMT) and Zn(NO3)2 in a beaker covered with a watch
glass. A substrate was placed in the solution and heated for up to 2 h at
90 ◦C. Afterwards the substrate was rinsed with demineralised water and
dried in air.

The substrates were silicon wafers, with the exception of one set of
experiments where SiC was used. For deposition on gold a 5 nm chromium
film was evaporated on the Si using CVD, followed by 50 nm of gold.

Zinc oxide was electrodeposited at 80 ◦C from oxygen saturated aqueous
solutions of 0.1 mM ZnCl2 and 0.1 M KCl. The electrolyte was heated
using a thermostatic bath and double walled electrochemical cell. Oxygen
(AGA) was bubbled for a minimum of 20 minutes prior to the deposition
experiments. Depositions were performed on gold RDEs at 1000 rpm under
galvanostatic conditions.
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In this chapter experimental results related to the electrode-
position of iridium oxide are presented and discussed. The
aim is to summarise the work presented in Paper I and
place it into a wider context. Therefore, additional results
and literature background are given where suitable.

5.1 Introduction
As described in Sec. 2.3.2 various methods exist to electrodeposit iridium
oxide. For this thesis work a deposition solution was chosen that was first
described by Yamanaka and modified by Marzouk.16,17 In literature this
solution, or a modification thereof, is the most widely used, but despite
being commonly applied not much research has been devoted to the solution
itself.

In the original work the active component, during iridium oxide deposi-
tion, was proposed to be an iridium oxalato complex.16 Elsen et al. proposed
a polymeric network of hydrolysed iridium oxide as the precursor to the
iridium oxide films.18,72 While working towards the application of iridium
oxide for pH measurements, the question of the active component in the
deposition solution resulted in new branch in the present project. This work
is summarised in the present chapter and published in Paper I.

5.2 Solution preparation
To prepare a deposition solution, first 0.15 g IrCl4 was dissolved for 30 min
under stirring. Next, 1 ml H2O2 and 0.5 g anhydrous oxalic acid were added
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with 10 minutes stirring in between and after. Then, the pH was raised to
10.5 by adding Na2CO3. Finally, the solution was either kept stirring for 2
days at room temperature or heated at 90 ◦C for 15 minutes and cooled to
room temperature in an ice bath.16,17

To gain insight in the events occurring during preparation of the deposi-
tion solution, open circuit potential (ocp), UV-Vis and cyclic voltammetry
(CV) were measured after each addition. The results of these measurements
are summarised in Fig. 5.1
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Figure 5.1: (a) ocp, (b) UV-Vis and (c) CV (50 mV/s) of an iridium oxide deposition
solution after different steps during its preparation. The lines represent measure-
ments in the solution after addition of NaClO4 ( ), IrCl4 ( ), oxalic acid ( ),
hydrogen peroxide ( ), and carbonate ( ). Note that not all lines are present in
each subfigure.

The UV-Vis spectrum of the IrCl4 solution, red line in Fig. 5.1b shows
peaks at approximately 413, 433, 491 and 591 nm, indicative of the pres-
ence of [IrCl6]2–.165 For comparison, a solution of IrCl4 in concentrated
HCl was prepared and monitored with UV-Vis spectroscopy (not shown),
the aforementioned peaks became more dominant and after 1 week the
spectrum closely resembled that of pure [IrCl6]2–.165 Cyclic voltammetry
was measured in 0.1 M HCl. Fig. 5.2b shows the resulting scans measured
at 10 to 400 mV s−1. The reversible couple centred around 750 mV matches
well with the CV of [IrCl6]2–.166 In Fig. 5.2a it can be seen that a similar
couple around 700 mV is present in the IrCl4 solution. The concentration of
[IrCl6]2–, calculated from the peak currents fit well with the iridium ratio in
the starting material.
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Fig. 5.1 indicates that adding oxalic acid induced no major changes in
the solution, since only a minor decrease in ocp and UV-Vis intensities was
detected, in addition a small pH reduction was observed (2.5 to 1.2–1.4). The
effect on the spectrum and ocp could both indicate a reduction from Ir(IV)
to Ir(III): the absorbance of Ir(III) species is much weaker than for Ir(IV).165

This fits with the fact that oxalato ligands Ir(IV) complexes slowly reduce
the central metal ion to Ir(III).167 In the CV a new irreversible couple showed
up. If this anodic peak originates from the oxidation of an iridium oxalato
complex (maximum 4.5 mM), an unreasonably high diffusion coefficient in
the order of 1× 10−3 cm2 s−1 would be required. A more likely origin is the
oxidation of oxalate itself, which, on gold, occurs in this potential range,
Fig. 5.3.

Hydrogen peroxide had a pronounced effect in all different measure-
ments. From the ocp and UV-Vis it was clear that a reduction to Ir(III)
occurred. This reduction was also reflected in a colour change to pale
yellow, indicative of Ir(III) complexes. In the voltammetry the hydrogen
peroxide oxidation obfuscated any information related to iridium species.

The role of oxalate is not entirely clear from these experiments, but based
on the UV-Vis spectra and CV (Fig. 5.3) it seems unlikely an oxalato complex
is crucial for depositing from this solution.

After raising pH to 10.5 with Na2CO3 the ocp fell to 70 mV, furthermore
the [IrCl6]2– intensity in the UV-Vis spectra was quenched entirely, Fig 5.1.
At this pH, base hydrolysis occurs, eventually forming [Ir(OH)6]2– and in
addition, spontaneous reduction to Ir(III) stars. The standard potential of the
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Figure 5.2: Cyclic voltammetry of (a) IrCl4 at 50 mV s−1 and (b) [IrCl6]–2, scan rate
is 10–400 mV s−1
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Figure 5.3: Cyclic voltammetry (v = 50 mV s−1) of oxalate oxidation on ( ) gold,
( ) IrO2, ( ) gold, with IrCl4 in solution. ( ) Background cyclic voltammetry on
gold without oxalate.

[Ir(OH)6]2–/3– redox couple (−0.56 V) is significantly lower than that of the
aquo-halo complexes in acidic environment (e.g. E◦ = 0.87 V for [IrCl6]2–/3–).
Therefore, under alkaline conditions H2O2 will take the role of an oxidising
agent, which is further enhanced by the presence of carbonate.168 The role
of peroxide will be further discussed within the context of the solution
development.

5.3 Solution aging
Freshly prepared solutions need to age before they can be used for de-
positing. During this aging step an absorption at 580 nm develops, as the
solutions turn from green/brown to deep blue/purple. Petit and Plichon
used the absorbance at 580 nm as a measure to determine whether the
solution was ready for deposition.169 At room temperature aging takes at
least two days. However, as mentioned in Sec. 5.2 a heating step was used,
which reduced the time required to 15 minutes.17

The development of a solution at room temperature is illustrated by the
UV-Vis spectra in Fig. 5.4a. The blue colouration of the solution coincides
with the increasing absorption around 580 nm. It has been described in the
literature, that the speed with which the blue colour develops is doubled
by the presence of hydrogen peroxide.17 This indicates, H2O2 promotes the
formation of Ir(IV) complexes or oxyhydroxides, which are associated with
the blue colour73–75

In time the intensity of the tail on the high wavelength side of this peak
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Figure 5.4: (a) UV-Vis spectra of aging deposition solution and (b) deposition
solution and dialysed solution

also increased. This tail has been related to scattering by particles, as will be
discussed in the next section. Interesting to note is that solutions prepared
under nitrogen atmosphere, do not show the absorption at 580 nm and
remain yellow brown. No significant differences were observed in the cyclic
voltammetry for solutions prepared in presence and absence of oxygen.
More details can be found in Paper I

5.4 Iridium oxide nanoparticles
As mentioned in Sec. 2.3.2, the active component in the Yamanaka solution
has been assumed an oxalato complex.16 Elsen et al. showed that oxalate is
not required to obtain stable deposition solutions and suggested a polymeric
network of iridium oxyhydroxide as the active component. This is a reason-
able suggestion considering that such hydrous oxides are known to form
under neutral and alkaline conditions. An example is the black precipitate
that Baur and Plichon observed.71 Polycondensation of iridium hydroxide
complexes can lead to anything from dimers, large polymeric structures
and particles. Distinguishing these spectroscopically is not straightforward,
since all show a similar characteristic absorption at 580 nm.67,73,75,76,79 How-
ever, the high wavelength tail on this absorption is indicative of scattering
by particles.76

The synthesis of iridium oxide nanoparticles was discussed in Sec. 2.4.
Comparing methods of nanoparticle synthesis with the preparation of the
iridium oxide deposition solution, the presence of nanoparticles in the
latter is likely. Both involve alkaline solutions of hydrolysed iridium salts
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containing a stabilising agent. Malonic and succinic acid, both similar to
oxalic acid, were used by Hoertz et al. to stabilise colloidal solutions of
particles with sizes around 20 nm.

Experiments to confirm the presence of nanoparticles were undertaken
after comparing literature on deposition and nanoparticle synthesis and
observing the absorption tail in the UV-Vis spectra, Fig 5.4. Dynamic light
scattering (DLS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) were used for this purpose.

Samples were prepared from the deposition solution as is, either by using
a drop and dry method or by electrodeposition. In addition a solution was
dialysed against Milli-Q water to remove all dissolved matter. Removal of
iridium would inhibit the growth of particles through further condensation
of solution species and removal of salts like sodium carbonate lowers the
ionic strength, which improves the stability of colloidal systems through
electrostatic repulsion.162

Dialysis at room temperature led to some precipitation, so the experi-
ments were performed in a refrigerator at 2 ◦C.76 The reduced temperature
inhibited aggregation and clear samples of neutral pH were prepared. Ow-
ing to osmosis, the samples were diluted approximately once during the
dialysis. A quantitative comparison of spectra before and after was therefore
not possible. However, it was clear that a lot of absorbing material was
removed, since after dialysis the absorbance had decreased by roughly two
orders of magnitude.

Fig. 5.4b shows spectra before and after dialysis. For comparison, these
spectra were scaled on the 580 nm absorption. Clearly, the peak at 316 nm,
associated with [Ir(OH)6]2–, had decreased relative to the one at 580 nm.
The presence of absorbing species after dialysis indicates these were too
large to be removed, possibly particles.

DLS was measured on an old, fresh and dialysed solution. In the
old solution a polydispersed distribution of particles was detected with
diameters from 100 to 500 nm. The fresh solution yielded no measurable
scattering intensity. In the dialysed solution a double distribution was
found, centred at 20 and 100 nm (Supporting Info Paper I). The number
density only shows the peak at 20 nm. The discrepancy between fresh and
dialysed samples could be a result from aggregation during the dialysis.

In the work by Harriman,73 nanoparticles in the size of 1 to 4 nm were
accompanied by aggregates up to 100 nm in the size range detected in the
present experiments. With malonic and succinic acid iridium oxide particles
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of 2 nm were formed, with aggregates of 10 to 20 nm.76 If the particle size in
the present solution is similar, they would be too small to detect in the DLS
setup that was used. Therefore, electron microscopy was used for further
experiments.

5.5 Electron microscopy
First, SEM imaging was performed on an EIROF, deposited on titanium,
and on a sample prepared by drying three drops of the deposition solution
on a gold coated silicon wafer. Besides imaging, the elemental contents of
the sample were determined by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX).

Fig. 5.5 shows SEM images of an EIROF deposited on a grade 5 titanium
electrode (by CV, Ch. 7). The images were taken at a low acceleration
voltage of 1 kV, to reduce the penetration depth of the beam and to enhance
the surface details. Smooth films were obtained in the electrodeposition
process, Fig. 5.5a. At higher magnification, shown in Fig. 5.5b, a degree of
roughness is visible that resembles a particulate structure, not present in
the underlying substrate.

The titanium substrate was chosen, because in contrast with gold the
titanium spectra does not overlap with that of iridium. Fig. 5.6 summarises
the EDX results, measured at 15 kV. The amount of oxygen greatly exceeds
the amount of iridium, which can be explained by the presence of a titanium
oxide.

Figure 5.5: SEM images of an EIROF, deposited by CV on titanium (Ch. 7), at two
different magnifications.
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Figure 5.6: EDX spectrum (15 kV) of iridium oxide on titanium

Since SEM did not provide sufficient resolution, TEM was used to
obtain images at higher magnification. The substrates used to prepare TEM
samples were 3 mm Allvac 718 steel discs with a small hole in the centre.
The tapered edge around this hole was used for imaging, as close to the
edge the steel was sufficiently transparent. TEM images in Fig 5.7 show that
the bare substrates are smooth and featureless.

Figure 5.7: TEM images of the Allvac 718, used as the substrate for TEM samples.

Fig. 5.8 and 5.9 show samples containing iridium oxide that were pre-
pared by electrodeposition and from the dialysed solution (Sec. 5.4), re-
spectively. Electrodeposition was done at −16 mA cm−2 for 2 minutes. The
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sample, used for Fig. 5.9 was prepared by placing a drop of the dialysed so-
lution on the substrate, followed by careful drying over a hotplate, repeated
3 times.

Figure 5.8: TEM images of electrodeposited iridium oxide on Allvac 718, at two
magnifications.

Particles with diameters in the order of 2.5 to 3.5 nm were found in
both cases. From the lattice fringes in the most clearly separated particles
a d-spacing was obtained from 2.22 to 2.26 Å. This is in good agreement
with the spacing of 2.24 and 2.26 nm for the (111) and (200) planes of IrO2,
respectively.170,171

Further confirmation of the chemical nature of the particles observed in
TEM was obtained by measuring EDX in the SEM. Although the particles
themselves were not visible in SEM, a distribution of iridium was found on
the surface of both samples. Since these samples are thin, penetration depth
is not an issue and an acceleration voltage of 25 kV was be used.

EDX spectra were measured using a 30 and 120 µm aperture. The
resulting SEM figures and EDX spectra are shown in Fig. 5.10. Note that the
SEM images were enhanced somewhat by adjusting their brightness and
contrast. The larger aperture improved the X-ray signal, but also reduced
the resolution. However, since the measurements concern an ensemble
of particles this was not considered a problem. The yellow arrows in
the SEM images indicate the spot of the EDX spectra shown below. For
Fig. 5.10b it was attempted to get as close to the edge as possible to reduce
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Figure 5.9: TEM images of iridium oxide on Allvac 718 prepared from a dialysed
deposition solution, at two magnifications.

the signal from the substrate. Compared with the measurements on the
electrodeposited film, the oxygen content is much lower, but still there is a
large contribution from the substrate. The EDX spectra agree with those of
bare Allvac 718, with the exception of iridium, which is not present in the
substrate material.172
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a b

Figure 5.10: SEM and EDX (25 kV) of a TEM sample with IrO2 (a) 30 µm and (b)
120 µm aperture.
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5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the iridium oxide deposition solution was investigated.
Crystalline IrO2 nanoparticles were found in the solution and were found
to be, non-exclusively, involved in the IrO2 deposition.

The oxidation of an oxalato complex, as has previously been suggested,
is an unlikely path towards iridium oxide films, considering the low activity
of oxalate oxidation on EIROFs and its inhibition in the presence of iridium
in solution.

During the solution preparation hydrogen peroxide first, under acidic
conditions, takes the role of a reducing agent and reduces Ir(IV) to Ir(III).
During the development of the deposition solution, at pH 10.5, it acts as an
oxidising agent, facilitating the formation of Ir(IV) oxide nanoparticles and
very likely Ir(IV) oxyhydroxides.



6 pH sensing properties of
hydrous iridium oxide

The pH sensing properties of electrodeposited iridium
oxide films form the topic of this chapter. Focus lies on
the relation between pH sensing and the oxidation state
of the films. The contents presented here are a selection
from Paper II, with a few extensions.

6.1 Introduction
The aim of this thesis project was to measure near surface pH with rotat-
ing ring-disc electrodes. Electrochemically deposited iridium oxide films
(EIROF) were proposed as the pH sensing material on the ring. However,
before starting these experiments a good understanding of the pH sensing
properties of EIROFs was required.

Factors, such as storage medium, thickness and average oxidation state,
have previously been shown to influence the response of hydrous layers.18,57

In this chapter, the relation between the average oxidation state and the pH
sensing properties will be discussed in some detail, both in terms of new
experiments (Paper II)173 and density functional theory (DFT) calculations
(Paper IV).174

6.2 Film preparation
The EIROF deposition solution was the main topic of the previous chapter;
its preparation was described in Sec. 4.5 and in more detail in Sec. 5.2.

49
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The first films were deposited galvanostatically on platinum, gold and
titanium.16 Tests with standard buffers showed good pH sensing properties,
irrespective of the substrate, Paper II. However, on platinum the adhesion
of the films was poor compared with gold and titanium. Platinum was
therefore not used in further experiments.

The reproducibility of galvanostatic deposition was poor and the result-
ing films soft and easily damaged. Yamanaka described a heat treatment
at 100 ◦C to obtain more sturdy films,16 but such a treatment was not pos-
sible in the present experiments, since it could cause cracks between the
insulating and conducting parts of the electrodes. Instead, potentiostatic
deposition, cyclic voltammetry and pulse plating were tested to improve
the films.

Potentiostatic deposition proved more reproducible than galvanostatic,
but the films remained soft. Elsen et al. observed that films produced with
cyclic voltammetry and pulse plating are more compact and durable.18

Indeed, these methods both gave superior results, with respect to repro-
ducibility and sturdiness. Between CV and pulse plating, cyclic voltammetry
was chosen as the default method, because the voltammetric curves could
conveniently be used to monitor the deposition process, Fig 6.1. The deposi-
tion procedure used throughout this chapter consisted of 600 cycles between
the limits of −500 to 650 mV at 1 V s−1, based on the work by Elsen et al.18

The resulting films were electrochromic, transparent in reduced form and
blue/black after oxidation. The morphology of the films on gold was identi-
cal to those on titanium, shown in Fig. 5.5, an example on can be found in
Paper I.

6.3 pH measurements

The first pH measurements were performed using standard buffers.173

Once it was established that the films functioned properly, more detailed
experiments were done using a universal buffer solution. This buffer was
first described by Britton and Robinson175 and consists of an equimolar
solution of 0.04 M boric, acetic and phosphoric acid. Owing to the even
spacing of the five pKa values associated with these compounds, Table 6.1,
this buffer has a reasonably constant buffer capacity. Titration curves are
therefore almost linear in the range pH 2 to 12,175 an example is shown in
Paper II.

The pH sensing properties of EIROFs were determined by monitoring
their ocp in universal buffer solutions, while it was titrated with 1 M KOH.
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Figure 6.1: Cyclic voltammetry of iridium oxide during deposition on gold at
1 V s−1. For clarity, only one in ten cycles is shown. The electrolyte was the
deposition solution described in Sec. 4.5

Table 6.1: pKa values in the Britton & Robinson buffer solution175,176

compound pKa

H3PO4 2.16, 7.21, 12.32
C2O2H4 4.76
H3BO3 9.27, > 14

Simultaneously the buffer pH was followed with a regular glass electrode.
From these measurements closely spaced pH-ocp data were collected.

Fig. 6.2a shows the progression of the ocp of an EIROF during three
different titration experiments. The annotations over the curve indicate
the pH values measured with the glass electrode and the numbers in the
legend will be discussed in Sec. 6.4. All EIROFs showed a fast response
over the entire measured pH range. From Fig. 6.2a it can also be seen that
there was a significant shift between the curves. The ocp at the start of
the experiments varied from approximately 580 to 970 mV. To quantify
the differences between the individual measurements more clearly, the
ocp at the end of each step (Fig 6.2a) was plotted against the solution pH,
Fig. 6.2b (open symbols). Linear fits to these curves (for pH > 4) showed
that the intercept at pH = 0 varied from 855 to 1177 mV. In addition the pH
sensitivity, defined as the slope d Eoc

d pH , was found to vary from 75 to 83 mV .
To gain understanding into this irreproducibility, titration experiments

were performed where CV was measured after each KOH addition. A
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Figure 6.2: (a) Open circuit potential of an EIROF on gold in a universal buffer as
it is titrated with KOH from pH 2 to 12. (b)(filled symbols) Equilibrium potentials
of the Ir(III)/Ir(IV) and Ir(IV)/Ir(V) couples as a function of pH, calculated from
voltammetric peak positions. (open symbols) ocp of EIROFS, as described in (a), as
a function of pH in universal buffer solutions measured in independent titration
experiments.

selection of the CV curves is shown in Fig. 6.3a. Two redox couples are
visible, commonly ascribed to an Ir(III)/Ir(IV) and Ir(IV)/Ir(V) transition.177

The dependence of the equilibrium potential on pH was determined for
both couples by averaging the anodic and cathodic peak potentials in each
CV. In Fig. 6.2b the resulting potentials are plotted against the solution pH
(filled symbols). In contrast to the results from ocp measurements, the CV
measurements were highly reproducible, with respect to both the slope and
intercept. For pH > 4 the pH sensitivity for the first and second redox
couple in the CV was −81 and −92 mV and the intercept potential 755 and
1246 mV, respectively.

In the introduction to this chapter it was mentioned that storage, thick-
ness and oxidation state are factors that can influence the sensing properties.
In the present work all films were stored in Milli-Q water when not in use
and were deposited in the same fashion. Therefore storage and thickness
were not considered first as the cause for the shifts in the ocp-pH charac-
teristics. Additionally, the high reproducibility of the CV measurements
indicated that the electrochemical nature of the different films was the same.

The fact that the intercept potentials measured through ocp lie in between
those measured for the two couples in the CV, hints at a mixed oxidation
state, as the origin of the variation in pH dependence. For a film in a
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relatively reduced state the first couple would dominate, giving a lower
slope and intercept, and vice versa for films in an oxidised state. Such
behaviour has been observed before by Olthuis et al. for AIROFs and will
be further explored in the next section.57

6.4 Oxidation state

6.4.1 Experiments and results

The experiments described in this section were inspired by a study by
Olthuis et al.57 In this study AIROFs were subjected to a potential condi-
tioning in 0.5 M H2SO4, prior to determining their pH-ocp characteristic in
a universal buffer. With increasing oxidation state the AIROFs were found
to show a higher pH sensitivity, approaching a limiting value at the highest
oxidation states investigated.57

In the present experiments EIROFs were used in place of AIROFs and
conditioning was done in 0.1 M KOH instead of sulfuric acid. The choice for
KOH over H2SO4 was made because it allows traversing both redox couples
in the film. As can be seen from the cyclic voltammograms in Fig. 6.3a at
low pH only the first couple is clearly separated from the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER). However, owing to the super-Nernstian response of EIROFs
(like AIROFs) the CV essentially outruns the stability window of water.
Hence, at high pH the second couple separates from the OER, Fig. 6.3a.

The conditioning entailed fixing the electrode potential for 2 minutes.
The potentials tested were chosen from −0.8 V to 0.4 V, spanning both redox
couples in 0.1 M KOH, Fig. 6.3b.

The response curves shown in Fig. 6.2a were measured as a part of these
oxidation state experiments. The three lines correspond to conditioning
potentials of −300, −160 and 180 mV. The rate and stability of the response
in Fig. 6.2a are representative for all titration experiments performed.

pH-ocp characteristics were prepared as described on Sec. 6.3. The
sensitivity and intercept were then determined by linear regression for pH
6 and higher. Including data points at lower pH resulted in the same trends,
but less pronounced. The reason for this is that the sensitivity decreases
somewhat at low pH values pulling the fits closer together, Fig 6.2b. The
results are summarised in Fig. 6.4, which shows the sensitivity and intercept
as a function of the conditioning potential. A CV in 0.1 M KOH was added
to the graph to help correlating the conditioning potential to the redox
processes in the film.
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Figure 6.3: Cyclic voltammetry of an EIROF on gold in (a) universal buffer at pH
12 to 2 (left to right) with the potential relative to the reversible hydrogen electrode
and (b) 0.1 M KOH, 10 mV s−1
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Figure 6.4: pH dependence of an EIROF prepared by CV on gold, as a function of
the conditioning potential. The slope is represented by the red circles, quantified
on the left axis. The blue triangles represent the standard potential, calculated by
extrapolation to pH 0. Conditioning was performed in 0.1 M KOH, in which the
CV shown in the figure was measured as well.
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Figure 6.5: EIROF pH sensitivity as a function of the intercept of the titration
curves at pH 0.

The present experiments revealed a more complicated relation between
oxidation state and pH sensing properties, than was found earlier.57 The
sensitivity ranged from 74 to 83 mV, but did not level off. Instead it followed
the cyclic voltammogram and showed maxima of 83 and 79 mV near the
equilibrium potentials of the first and second redox couple, respectively.
The first maximum matches well with the slope of the first equilibrium
potential, obtained from CV, Fig 6.2b.

For values near the first redox couple, −400 mV to 80 mV, the intercept
increased linearly with the conditioning potential with a slope of 1.0. Near
the second couple a linear dependence was also observed but with a slope
of merely 0.3.

In Fig. 6.5 the pH sensitivity is plotted as function of the intercept. In
addition to the data from Fig. 6.4 three points from earlier experiments were
added. These did not involve conditioning, but do show the reproducibility
of the correlation between oxidation state and sensitivity.

To explain the relation between oxidation state and sensitivity Olthuis
considered a mixed potential between different iridium oxyhydroxide
species:57 essentially an extension of the explanation for the super-Nernstian
response that was discussed in Sec. 2.5.2,.19 Similar to aqua and hydroxide
complexes an increase in oxidation state of the cation in oxides commonly
leads to an increase in acidity.97,98 This would result in a higher sensitivity,
as explained in Sec. 2.5.2 and summarised by Eq. 2.6. The sensitivity of the
HIROF would then gradually shift to higher values as its oxidation state
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increases.
Results from conditioning experiments in acid fit well within this ex-

planation, however the maxima in sensitivity observed in the present ex-
periments are in contradiction with a gradual move from a low to a high
sensitivity redox state.57 In addition, the separation of the two redox couples
of almost half a volt is too large for a mixed region where Ir(III), Ir(IV) and
Ir(V) coexist in appreciable quantities.

Two possibilities were considered to explain the results in Fig. 6.3. First,
despite the mixed potential argument not holding, the role of the acid base
properties of the films was further explored. Second, a mixed system of
hydrous and anhydrous oxides was considered. In the next two sections
these ideas will be presented.

6.4.2 Acid base argument

The surface pKa of an oxide can be related to its point of zero charge
(pzc). In turn, the pzc can be estimated from the geometric mean of the
atomic Mulliken electronegativities (χM) of the surface species.178 Using this
method pzc values were calculated for a variety of possible iridium oxide
surface species, using atomic electronegativities from Butler and Giney.179

A summary of the results is provided in Table 6.2.
Although the exact composition of the EIROFs is not known and some

of the species in Table 6.2 might not exist as such, the general trends are
interesting. For anhydrous species, a relation between pzc and oxidation
state is indeed observed, albeit minor. On the basis of these calculations
no major changes in surface acid base properties would be expected upon
oxidation.

The calculated value For χIrO2 is 6.75 eV, corresponding to a pzc of 0.54.
In comparison, Ardizzone et al. calculated a pzc value of 0.5180 by relating
the pzc to solid state parameters using Parks’s equation,98 as refined by
Yoon.181 Experimental values of the pzc are scattered. Kosmulski reported
a pzc of 3.3 and < 3 for two different iridium oxide samples.182 Similarly
Ardizzone et al. reported the pzc as below 4.180 Using probe beam deflection
Kötz et al. showed that the electrochemical transitions in AIROFs involve
protons below pH 4 and hydroxyl ions above pH 4,144 thereby also pointing
at a pzc around pH 4.

In the present titration experiments the sensitivity decreased somewhat
below pH 4, Fig 6.2b. On a RHE scale this decrease shows up as a maximum,
Fig. 6.6, which remains in position regardless of the oxidation state of the
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Table 6.2: Mulliken electronegativities (χ) and pzc, calculated by taking the geo-
metric mean of atomic electronegativities.179 When known, experimental values
are given as well.

Oxide Ox. No. χ pzc pzc exp. val.

IrO3 VI 6.89 −0.52
IrO2(OH)2 VI 7.09 −1.91
IrO(OH)4 VI 7.15 −2.36
Ir(OH)6 VI 7.18 −2.60
Ir2O5 V 6.85 −0.23
IrO2(OH) V 6.98 −1.16
IrO(OH)3 V 7.10 −1.99
Ir(OH)5 V 7.15 −2.38
IrO2 IV 6.75 0.54 <3.9/<3 <2/3.3
IrO(OH)2 IV 7.02 −1.39
Ir(OH)4 IV 7.11 −2.06
Ir2O3 III 6.60 1.60 5.3-5.5 partially reduced
IrOOH III 6.85 −0.22
Ir(OH)3 III 7.04 −1.56

film. The location of this feature coincides with the pzc values reported in
literature and the change in electrochemical reaction mechanism.144,180,182
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Figure 6.6: Titration curves of EIROF conditioned at different potentials. Fig. 6.4
and 6.5 were prepared from these data. The curves shift upward with increasingly
positive conditioning potential.
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Altogether, the calculations, titration curves and literature observations
point at changes in pzc and thus acid base properties, as an unlikely cause
for the variation of the pH sensitivity with oxidation state. Even more when
taking into account that the data in Fig. 6.4 was generated from fits between
pH 6 and 12, thus not including the pH region of the pzc.

6.4.3 Anhydrous vs hydrous contributions

The second hypothesis for explaining the results in Fig. 6.4 was based on
the presence of hydrous and anhydrous phases in the EIROFs. This hypoth-
esis was built on results from earlier studies on AIROFs and anhydrous
IrO2.19,37,56

By averaging the anodic and cathodic peak potentials in cyclic voltam-
mograms of AIROFs measured at different pH, Burke et al. found a pH
sensitivity of 90 mV. From ocp measurements however, a sensitivity of
merely 72 to 78 mV was found. In the present work similar results were
obtained for EIROFs, as presented in Fig. 6.2b. In the same work by Burke
et al. SIROFs showed an ocp sensitivity of merely 64 mV.19 In an earlier
study on thermally prepared IrO2 Ardizzone et al. measured a response of
59 mV, provided the system was allowed to equilibrate for a long time at
each pH step.37

Iridium oxide films always contain a mix of hydrous and anhydrous
material, in a ratio that strongly depends on the nature of the material. Even
a thermally prepared iridium oxide film will contain some hydrated material
due to surface hydrolysis. AIROFs, although strongly hydrated, contain
a thin anhydrous oxide layer at the interface between the hydrated oxide
and the parent metal, Sec. 2.3.1.56 SIROFs form an intermediate between
hydrous and anhydrous. Hence, all three systems contain some hydrous
and anhydrous material, with very different pH sensing properties. The
resulting response is an average of contributions from both, with the pH
sensitivity increasing with increasing degree of hydration in the order of
thermally prepared IrO2, SIROF and AIROF.37,40

The slow approach of the anhydrous film to a limiting 59 mV response,
observed by Ardizzone et al., might be caused by a small contribution from
the hydrolysed surface.37 As the bulk of the oxide slowly equilibrates, its
contribution grows compared with the fast responding hydrolysed surface
groups, until it completely dominates.

A similar explanation can be given for the different ocp and CV response
of hydrated films. The voltammetry of HIROFs shows clear redox features,
Fig. 6.3. In contrast, the CV of anhydrous films mostly resembles that of a
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purely capacitive system.183,184 Essentially the pH dependent CV consists
of a ’feature rich’ hydrous and a ‘featureless’ anhydrous part shifting at
different rates, with only the former being clearly visible. The response
observed from CV will thus exclusively come from the hydrous part of
the film. However, through the ocp, an average of the two contributions
is measured and the total response is dragged down by the anhydrous
contribution.

At this point the question may be raised, whether there are indications
of anhydrous iridium oxide in EIROFs. The original work by Yamanaka
mentions crystalline matter in the deposits, prepared both anodically and
cathodically.16 Furthermore, TEM images of a deposited iridium oxide film
presented in the previous chapter, Fig. 5.9, show nanoparticles with clear
lattice fringes, indicating crystallinity. The fringes correspond to a d-spacing
of 2.22 to 2.26 Å, matching the (111) and (200) planes of IrO2.170,171 It can
therefore be concluded that similar to AIROFs, EIROFs contain some amount
of anhydrous IrO2. The pH sensing behaviour will thus be determined by a
mixed contribution from both a hydrous and anhydrous part of the film.

This mixed contribution hypothesis can fully explain the results from
Fig. 6.4 in terms of the relative redox buffer capacities of the two constituents
in the film. Because the voltammetry of anhydrous iridium oxide resembles
a purely capacitive system,26 the redox buffer capacity of the anhydrous
part is expected to be independent of the conditioning potential. In contrast,
hydrous iridium oxide shows prominent features in the form of two sets
of peaks, indicating that the redox buffer capacity strongly depends on the
potential.

At the potentials where a 1:1 ratio is expected for Ir(III):Ir(IV) or Ir(IV):Ir(V)
the hydrous component is most dominant, resulting in maxima in the pH
sensitivity, Fig. 6.4. Away from these potentials, the redox buffer capacity of
the hydrous oxide decreases, the anhydrous contribution becomes relatively
larger and the pH sensitivity goes down. Hence, a pH sensitivity is expected
that follows the cyclic voltammetry, in agreement with the experimental
results.

The lower maximum at the second redox couple can also be explained
within this framework. The intercept curve in Fig. 6.4 exhibits a slope of
merely 0.3 in the vicinity of the second redox couple, compared with 1.0
around the first. For reasons discussed in Sec. 6.5 the film cannot fully
adapt to the potential applied, like it was able to in the region of the first
couple. The apparent smaller amount of active hydrous redox sites results
in a lower dominance of the hydrous over the anhydrous component and
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thus a lower maximum sensitivity.

6.5 Electrochemical properties and DFT
In the previous section, the pH sensing properties of EIROFs were shown
to depend on the oxidation state of the film. Furthermore, Fig. 6.4 showed
that the intercept of pH calibration curves, as a function of the oxidation
state of the film, exhibits two linear regimes. In the potential range near the
Ir(III)/Ir(IV) couple a slope of 1 was observed, while in the vicinity of the
Ir(IV)/Ir(V) transition it is merely 0.3.

These findings imply that not all iridium sites are available for further
oxidation to Ir(V). Similar conclusions can be drawn from the shape of the
CV of EIROFs, which shows both redox transitions, but always with more
charge on the first than on the second couple. This is most easily seen
in alkaline solution, where the Ir(IV)/Ir(V) transition and OER are well
separated, Fig. 6.8a.

In the literature it has been well established that the two redox cou-
ples in the CV correspond to Ir(III)/Ir(IV) and Ir(IV)/Ir(V), on the basis of
X-ray absorption spectroscopy and UV photoelectron spectroscopy experi-
ments.96,177,185 The question why the second couple carries less charge than
the first will be addressed in this section, using results from experiments
and DFT calculations.

A DFT study on the reaction mechanism of the OER on various transition
metal oxides was conducted in another thesis project in the same research
group as the present work.186 In that work a binuclear OER mechanism
was proposed and validated for oxides of, among others, Fe, Co, Mn and
Cr.187,188 Applying this binuclear model to iridium oxide could give insight
into the question of the uneven charges on the two redox couples in HIROFs.
Since iridium oxide is both a transition metal oxide and an excellent OER
catalyst, a collaboration on this issue was commenced. All the DFT work
in this section was carried out by Michael Busch in collaboration with Itai
Panas.

In this section a brief overview of the calculations and their results will
be given. Focus lies on the results and how they can be used to interpret
the experimental findings. For more details on the methods used for the
calculations the reader is referred to Paper IV.

6.5.1 Models and mechanisms

The first model system was a 1-dimensional 2 monolayer thick MgOx(OH)y
rig, where two adjacent magnesium ions were replaced with iridium,
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Fig. 6.7a. This model was extended by placing two such rigs perpendicular
to each other, with 14 Å separation, Fig. 6.7b. The binuclear iridium sites
were used to model iridium oxide. Periodic rigs were separated by a 7 Å
vacuum. The validity of the crossed rig was confirmed by comparing the
energy profile with previous calculations on the single rig system.189

In the binuclear mechanism the onset of oxygen starts with the oxidation
of neighbouring Ir(IV)-OH sites to Ir(V)=O.187 The role of the electrocatalyst
is to render the two adjacent [TM=O/TM–O•] sites (TM = Transition Metal)
sufficiently unstable, to form a peroxo bridge. The presence of this peroxo
bridge initiates the catalyst recovery and release of oxygen through a series
of chemical steps.

A competing, mononuclear, mechanism has also been described in the
literature.190,191 In this mechanism only radical character on the [TM=O/TM–
O•] site is required. In Paper IV the relation between the mono- and
binuclear mechanism is discussed in detail.

a) b)

Figure 6.7: The employed model systems (a) Single rig system, and (b) Crossed rig
system.

6.5.2 Results

The Ir(III)/Ir(IV) couple, the first redox feature in Fig. 6.8a, is attributed
to the oxidation of an adsorbed water to hydroxide moiety, i.e. 2 Ir(III)–
OH2 are oxidised to 2 Ir(IV)–OH, Fig. 6.9a. This step was not modelled
explicitly. In the next step, at the second peak, an oxo-hydroxo (Ir(IV)Ir(V))
or di-oxo (Ir(V)Ir(V)) intermediate could be formed. However, ensemble
effects are expected to suppress the possibility of two adjacent Ir(V)=O
moieties, leading to the oxidation of only a part of the surface hydroxide
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groups. This is supported experimentally by the lower charge observed
for the second couple in the cyclic voltammetry, Fig. 6.8a, as well as the
suppressed increase in the intercept at high conditioning potentials, Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.8: Cyclic voltammograms(v = 10 mV s−1) of an EIROF (a) in 0.1 M KOH.
The anodic scan was fitted using 3 Gaussians transitions (prepeak + 2 IrOx transi-
tions) and one exponential function (OER)

Assuming a binuclear mechanism,187 the onset of oxygen evolution is
found when neighbouring Ir(IV)–OH become oxidised to Ir(V)=O. The thus
formed di-oxo species displays two weak double bonds and may readily
form the crucial µ-peroxo intermediate, Fig. 6.9c. [Ir(IV)–OH Ir(V)=O] dis-
plays only one such weak bond and does not support the OER according
to the binuclear mechanism. The appearance of an Ir(IV)Ir(IV)/Ir(IV)Ir(V)
oxidation process preceding the OER therefore supports the binuclear mech-
anism.

For the mononuclear OER mechanism Lundberg et al. proposed that
a requirement for an efficient O–O bond formation is the appearance of
radical character at the TM=O/TM–O• moiety.192 Thus, this property may
be used as a descriptor for the onset of OER in the mononuclear mechanism
paradigm. Radical character on the mixed Ir(IV)/Ir(V) HIROF system
could not entirely be ruled out by the calculations at the GGA level of
theory. However, the radical character on mixed Ir(IV)/Ir(V) oxides may be
quenched by hydrogen bonding, in which case the mononuclear OER path
is not feasible.

The possibility that the radical character at an Ir(V)=O site would be
quenched by neighbouring Ir(IV)–OH sites was investigated using the
crossed rig model, Fig. 6.7b. This crossed rig system facilitates inclusion of
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+ 2 H+ + 2 e-a)

+ H+ + e-b)

c) + H+ + e-

Figure 6.9: The electrochemical steps used to model the OER at HIROF. The
electrochemical reactions proceed through oxidation of adsorbed water to hydroxo
moieties (A; not modelled explicitly). The dihydroxo intermediate is oxidised to
a oxo-hydroxo intermediate (b). In the final electrochemical step the remaining
hydroxo moieties are oxidised to oxo species (c).

ensemble effects without changing the overall model. The configuration was
chosen, such that it reflects the flexibility of HIROF and allows for hydrogen
bonding between the layers. Strong hydrogen bonding between the layers
was indeed found for all structures containing hydroxo moieties. Upon
subsequent removal of e–/H+ couples from Ir(IV)–O•, moieties with mostly
strong radical character at the oxygen were again obtained at the GGA level
of theory, thus supporting the findings obtained for the single-rig system.
For the single rig system the Ir-O• was found unstable towards quenching
of the oxygen radical character by hydrogen bonding and it is likely that
such an effect exists also in the crossed rig configuration. Support for the
existence of such an instability towards removal of the radical character on
the oxy group was obtained for the [(Ir(IV)−OH)(Ir(V)−−O)3], see Paper IV.

6.5.3 Interpretation of iridium oxide CV

Within the paradigm of the binuclear OER mechanism, the voltammetry of
iridium oxide can be explained as follows. The second redox couple in the
CV represents the transition of part of the film from Ir(IV) to Ir(V) oxide.
At this intermediate state, the Ir(V)=O moieties are stabilised by hydrogen
bonding with adjacent Ir(IV)–O• moieties, inhibiting the OER.

Because of the super-Nernstian and nernstian shifting of the iridium
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oxide CV and the OER, respectively, the position of the OER relative to the
iridium oxide CV, depends on pH. In acid the second redox couple and
the OER overlap strongly, while under alkaline conditions they are well
separated. Comparing the OER itself as a function of pH is difficult, due to
the overlap. However, fittings of the CV, as shown in Fig. 6.8a, implied no
great changes in overpotential, in agreement with earlier findings.193

On the reduction scan the current near the anodic switching point
increases with decreasing pH, indicating that more Ir(V) oxide is formed,
Fig. 6.3a. This can be explained as follows. Under alkaline conditions the
bare interactions between Ir(V) sites effectively prohibit further oxidation
beyond said 1:1 ratio. Upon lowering pH, the screening of Ir(V) sites, owing
to hydrogen bonding between [Ir(V)=O ←→ Ir(V)−OH] and Ir(IV)–OH
sites, allows for increased surface concentration of Ir(V) sites beyond 1:1.
According to this argument protons redirect the binuclear OER to Ir(V)
oxide formation.

6.6 Conclusions

The pH sensing behaviour of electrodeposited iridium oxide films was
investigated, with emphasis on the influence of the oxidation state. A
series of titration curves was measured for EIROF in a universal buffer, for
different oxidation states of the films. The oxidation state was varied by
potential conditioning in 0.1 M KOH. For all tested conditioning potentials
the pH response was super-Nernstian, but it varied from 75 mV to 83 mV.

Two maxima were observed in the pH sensitivity as a function of the
conditioning potential. The size and position of the maxima matched well
to the CV of EIROF in 0.1 M KOH. These results were explained in terms of
contributions from hydrous and anhydrous iridium oxide in the films.

The titration curves shifted positive with increasingly positive condition-
ing potential. This was quantified by comparing the potential at pH 0, ob-
tained by linear regression. For conditioning potentials near the Ir(III)/Ir(IV)
couple the curves shifted with a slope of 1. Near the second couple, how-
ever, the slope was merely 0.3, indicating that only part of the film could be
further oxidised to Ir(V).

The inability of HIROF to completely adapt to potentials beyond the
Ir(III)/Ir(IV) couple was explained within the context of the mechanism
for the oxygen evolution reaction. DFT calculations provided evidence for
a binuclear oxygen evolution pathway. Ensemble effects were shown to
inhibit complete oxidation to Ir(V) oxide, leading to the interpretation that
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the second redox feature in the HIROF CV is an oxidation step from Ir(IV)
oxide to a mixed Ir(IV)Ir(V) oxide. Further oxidation, with formation of
Ir(V)Ir(V) sites, leads to oxygen evolution and Ir(V) oxide depending on
pH. In acid solution the Ir(V)Ir(V) site is stabilised by hydrogen bonding, in
agreement with the experimental observation of a larger reduction peak as
pH is lowered.





7 RRDE pH measurements with
iridium oxide

Local pH measurements with a rotating ring-disc electrode
are the subject of this chapter. The experiments discussed
here were published in Paper III, some additional details,
regarding the experimental setup, are also given.

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters the deposition and pH sensing properties of elec-
trodeposited iridium oxide films were discussed. The present chapter deals
with the use of EIROFs for near surface pH measurements with a rotating
ring-disc electrode (RRDE).

Water and oxygen reduction were chosen as test cases, the first because of
its experimental simplicity and the second as a step towards the main goal of
this thesis, measuring local pH during ZnO electrodeposition. This process
is based on the precipitation of ZnO driven by electrochemically induced
changes in near surface pH.2,5 In the present work, depositions were carried
out at 80 ◦C from mildly acidic zinc chloride solutions by increasing the pH
near the electrode surface by reducing oxygen. Besides this central role in
ZnO deposition, the ORR also shows two separate reaction pathways on
gold, involving 2 and 4 electrons. A somewhat complicated system like the
ORR makes for a more rigorous test case.

The experimental results from the RRDE-pH measurements on both
water and oxygen reduction were published in Paper III. The present chapter

67
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focuses on the oxygen reduction experiments. Important findings from the
water reduction measurements will be mentioned and discussed, for more
detailed results the reader is referred to Paper III.

Before moving on to the RRDE experiments, the influence of hydrogen
peroxide on the pH sensing behaviour of EIROFs is discussed. This is im-
portant because H2O2 is produced in the 2 electron ORR and its interference
with the pH measurements needed to be ruled out. The experiments on
H2O2 were published in Paper II, but since they were performed explicitly in
preparation of the RRDE-pH measurements, their presentation was moved
to Sec. 7.2 of the present chapter.

7.2 EIROF pH sensing properties and H2O2

pH measurements with EIROFs rely on the pH dependence of the ocp.
However, interaction of the EIROF with redox active solution species could
influence the ocp as well, leading to erroneous interpretation of measure-
ments. For example, it has been shown that hexacyanoferrate, can control
the ocp of EIROF and effectively block the pH response.101

One of the possible products of the ORR on gold is hydrogen peroxide.
Small amounts of hydrogen peroxide will not influence the solution pH, but
as a redox active compound, it might influence the EIROF’s ocp. Therefore,
the influence of hydrogen peroxide on an EIROF deposited on gold was
tested, prior to the RRDE experiments.

In the previous chapter, Sec. 6.4, the relation between oxidation state and
pH sensing properties was demonstrated. Here, oxidation state was also
considered a potentially important parameter. Therefore, two experiments
were performed where the EIROF was conditioned at the equilibrium
potential of the Ir(III)/Ir(IV) or Ir(IV)/Ir(V) couple, Fig. 6.4. In practice, the
conditioning was performed in 0.1 M KOH for 2 minutes at −256 mV and
71 mV.

After conditioning, the electrode was placed in a standard buffer of pH 7
and an ocp measurement was started. Next, aliquots of hydrogen peroxide
were added to the solution, while monitoring the ocp, Fig. 7.1a. When
the EIROF was conditioned at −256 mV (green line) the ocp changed by
merely 4 mV during the experiment, thus no significant influence of H2O2
was found. In contrast, when the EIROF was conditioned at 71 mV the ocp
responded strongly to H2O2 additions (blue line). H2O2 reduced the film to
the same state as was achieved by conditioning at −256 mV. The effect is
illustrated by the two curves in Fig. 7.1a approaching each other.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Potential response of an EIROF, conditioned in 0.1 M KOH at �
71 mV and N −256 mV, to additions of H2O2. The annotations specify the H2O2
concentration in mM. (b) pH response measured in standard buffers containing 0
to 0.6 mM H2O2, for an EIROF conditioned at −256 mV in 0.1 M KOH .

The impact of H2O2 was further tested by measuring calibration curves
in standard buffers containing an increasing amount of H2O2. The upper
limit was chosen on the basis of the expected maximum hydrogen peroxide
concentration during the RRDE experiments. Albery et al.9 showed that low
rotation rates give optimal results in potentiometric RRDE experiments. At
a rotation rate of 500 rpm, the surface concentration of H2O2 amounts to
approximately 0.5 mM. Since only part of the product from the disc reaches
the ring, the surface concentration there will be even lower.

Taking into account the results from Fig. 7.1a the EIROF was conditioned
at −256 mV, prior to the measurements. Fig. 7.1b shows the calibration
curves measured in the presence of 0 mM to 0.6 mM H2O2. Under the
chosen conditions no influence of H2O2 was revealed.

The results in this section show the importance of bringing the EIROF
in a suitable oxidation state prior to pH measurements in the presence
of hydrogen peroxide. Most likely this can be extended to other redox
active species, depending on their concentration. Suitable conditioning
can be achieved, passively, by equilibration in the presence of interfering
species or, actively, by potential conditioning. Therefore, H2O2 can be
prevented to interfere with the EIROF pH sensing properties during the
RRDE experiments.
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7.3 RRDE preparation

The geometry of a RRDE is defined by the disc radius and the inner and
outer radii of the ring, r0, r1 and rr2, respectively. The RRDEs used for this
chapter consisted of a gold disc and titanium ring, with r0 = 1.5 mm, r1 =
1.75 mm, r2 = 2.75 mm. Titanium was chosen for the ring material, because
of its adhesive properties as a substrate for EIROFs.

EIROFs were prepared, as described in Sec. 4.5.2. The number of cycles
was reduced from 600 to 300 to limit the film thickness and improve the
response times. In accordance with the electrochemical activity of iridium
oxide films on titanium, the potential limits were adjusted compared with
the depositions on gold in the previous chapter. The anodic processes start
roughly 400 mV later on titanium than on gold, see Fig. 6.1 and 7.2. This
turned out to have important consequences for the present experiments as
will be discussed in Sec. 7.5.2. The films on gold and titanium look identical
in SEM, an example of a film on Ti is shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 7.2: Cyclic voltammetry of iridium oxide during deposition on titanium
at 1 V s−1. For clarity, only one in ten cycles is shown. The electrolyte was the
deposition solution described in Sec. 4.5

Freshly deposited EIROFs are unsuitable for pH measurements because
they exhibit a drift in ocp at constant pH. This can resolved by soaking the
electrode in water for several hours or preferably overnight. On titanium
the initial drift seemed more pronounced than on gold, but this was not
explicitly tested. The EIROFs used in this chapter were always soaked
overnight before using them.
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Before, after and in between RRDE experiments the electrolyte’s pH was
measured with a glass electrode and the EIROF’s pH response was deter-
mined using standard buffers of pH 3, 7 and 9. All the RRDE experiments
in this chapter were performed in a deaerated 0.1 M NaClO4 electrolyte,
purged with nitrogen for at least half an hour.

7.4 Correction of the ring potentials
Miksis et al.194 described how currents on the disc induces an addition
potential drop at the ring, and vice versa. The disc currents used in the RRDE
pH experiments were high enough to take this into consideration.102 The
effects were calculated for the primary current distribution and described in
terms of primary resistances.102 Eq. 7.1 and 7.2 were obtained and provide
means to correct, in the present case, the ring potential for the disc current.

Φ
Φ0

= κr2Rrd
4r0

r2
(7.1)

Φ0 =
Itot

4κr0
(7.2)

Where, Φ0 is the potential at the disc, Φ potential at infinite distance,
κ conductivity, Rrd ohmic resistance between disc and ring. For the elec-
trodes used, κr2Rrd in Eq. 7.1 equals 0.21, as tabulated by Miksis et al.,194

r0 = 0.15 cm (disc radius), r2 = 0.275 cm (outer ring radius) and κ =
9.84 mS cm−1.194

Before determining the pH at the ring, the measured ring potential was
always corrected for potential drop induced by the disc current. For current
densities of -1 to −3 mA cm−2, the ring potentials shift negative by 5 to
16 mV, corresponding to 0.1 to 0.2 pH units.

7.5 RRDE-pH current step experiments
In the current step experiments the disc was stepped to a fixed current, while
the ocp of the ring was followed. Galvanostatic conditions were chosen
because the pH is directly related to the disc current density, Sec. 3.1.2.9

7.5.1 Experimental

The experimentally used current densities were chosen, such to span the
range of pH 9 to 12 at the disc surface, for rotation at 300 rpm. Currents
corresponding to pH 9 and 12 were calculated using Levich’s model under
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non limiting current conditions, Sec. 3.1.2. Because of the logarithmic
dependence of the pH on the disc current, the values in between were chosen
roughly linear on a log scale. Altogether this resulted in the following list
of current densities: −0.03, −0.1, −0.3, −1 and −3 mA cm−2. In the first set
of experiments on water reduction an additional step at −10 mA cm−2 was
attempted, but hydrogen evolution disturbed the experiments significantly.
Hence, this step was removed from the list.

At higher rotation rates reaction products are more efficiently removed
from the electrode surface. The concentration differences between bulk
and the diffusion layer are therefore larger at lower rotation rates, Fig. 3.3.
For the reactions studied presently, this means a smaller pH increase for
higher rotation speeds. To test this experimentally the rotation rate of the
electrode was varied during each measurement, in the order 300, 1500, 600
and 1200 rpm.

Equilibrium of the EIROF with the bulk solution was ensured by placing
the electrode in the oxygen saturated electrolyte 1 hour before starting the
measurements. Further details on the procedures can be found in Paper III.

7.5.2 Results and discussion

The limiting current density for a rotating disc electrode can be calculated
from the Levich equation,138

j = 0.62nFD
2
3 v−

1
6 ω

1
2 c (7.3)

with the number of electrons n, Faraday constant F, kinematic viscosity of
electrolyte ν, rotation rate ω, diffusion coefficient D and concentration of
the electroactive species c.

For a 0.1 M NaClO4 solution the following physical constants apply:
DO2 = 2.01× 10−5 cm2 s−1, vH2O = 8.9× 10−3 cm2 s−1 and cO2

= 1.22 mM.138

The oxygen solubility was corrected for the presence of 0.1 M NaClO4 using
a Setschenow salt parameter of 0.160 and a solubility in pure water of
1.266 mM.195

The 2 electron ORR dominates under all reaction conditions tested,
except for the step to −3 mA cm−2 at 300 and 600 rpm. At 300 rpm the
limiting current density for the 4 electron process equals −2.7 mA cm−2

and hence, hydrogen evolution is involved at −3 mA cm−2. For 600 rpm
the limiting current density for the 2 electron process is −1.9 mA cm−2

and the 4 electron process must be involved to maintain −3 mA cm−2. A
similar assessment can be made from Fig. 7.5, which shows a set of linear
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sweep voltammograms (at 300 and 900 rpm) measured in the same oxygen
saturated solution.

Fig. 7.3 shows the ring response to the current steps and the changes in
rotation rate. The slopes and intercepts defining the pH sensing properties
of the ring are given in Table 7.1. These values were obtained from linear fits
to the calibration curves measured before and after each step experiment.
This table illustrates the high stability of the pH sensing properties during
the experiments, with respect to both the sensitivity and intercept. This
contrasts with the water reduction experiments, where the intercept shifted
negative by 200 mV. At the end of water reduction series the oxidation state
of the film corresponded to the region between −200 mV and −133 mV in
Fig. 7.2. For the ORR series this was −37 mV, still far from the region of
maximum redox activity. This is reflected in the relatively low sensitivity of
65.7 mV, Fig. 6.4 and Sec. 6.4.3.
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Figure 7.3: Ring potential during a series of current steps on the disc, in oxygen
saturated 0.1 M NaClO4. The rotation rate was changed in the order 300, 1500, 600,
1200 rpm, each for 2 minutes except 300 rpm for 4 minutes.

An explanation for the difference in EIROF stability was sought in the
changes in local redox environment after starting the measurements. For
the water reduction experiments the electrolyte did not contain any bulk
redox species. However, during a measurement the EIROF experienced a
reducing environment owing to H2 formation. The situation is different for
the ORR experiments, where the electrolyte contained an oxidising agent in
the form of oxygen, to which the EIROF was conditioned by equilibration.
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Even under limiting current conditions, the concentration at the ring of
the species reacting at the disc, will not be zero. The shielding factor of
an RRDE is geometrically determined and gives the decrease in limiting
current at the ring, for zero and limiting current conditions at the disc.138

The shielding factor for RRDEs of the geometry used for the RRDE-pH
experiments is 0.45. Hence, under limiting current conditions at the disc,
the flow of oxygen to the ring is still about half of that under zero current
conditions. The oxygen that reacted at the disc is replaced with H2O2,
which was shown to have little influence on the pH sensing properties.
Only during the measurements at −3 mA cm−2 at 300 rpm would hydrogen
be formed. Its influence at the ring however, would be inhibited by the
presence of oxygen from the bulk.

Interestingly the potential of the electrode in the present experiments
was very similar to that in the H2O2 experiments, Sec. 7.2. Comparing the
calibration curves measured in the presence of peroxide and in the present
experiments, the difference is about 53 mV.

Table 7.1: Linear fit results for the calibrations curves measured in standard buffers
in between the O2 step experiments, a represents the slope, b the intercept at pH= 0

pre post
j / mA cm−2 a / mV b / mV a / mV b / mV

−0.03 −65.7 664.0 −65.8 661.5
−0.10 −65.7 641.9 −65.7 640.9
−0.30 −65.6 639.1 −65.7 641.9
−1.00 −65.7 640.9 −65.7 664.0
−3.00 −65.8 661.5 −65.5 652.4

Fig. 7.4 clearly shows how the response time decreases with the current
density. For the measurement at −30 µA cm−2 no stable reading could be
obtained within the first four minutes of the measurement. In contrast, at
−3 mA cm−2 the initial response occurs within seconds. This effect is also
visible at each of the changes in rotation speed.

Majda et al. discussed the response time of iridium oxide based poten-
tiometric sensors in terms of their finite capacitance and mass transport
effects.8,18,196 To establish equilibrium with the solution the EIROF needs
to exchange hydroxide ions or protons. At neutral pH neither species is
abundantly available and during equilibration depletion occurs at the EIROF
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Figure 7.4: Ring pH as calculated from the ring potential and the calibration curves,
in Table 7.1 and Fig. 7.3

surface. Hence, mass transport becomes a factor in the equilibration process,
resulting in a lower response rate. At higher pH the response rate improves
because hydroxide ions are sufficiently available in the near surface area
and mass transport is no longer a limiting factor. This effect is enhanced
by the porous nature of the EIROF, since the amount of solution species
required for equilibration increases with the (internal) surface area.

By decreasing the volume of the film, either through its thickness or area,
the response time might be improved. The film thickness can be controlled
by the number of cycles, as well as the potential limits during deposition.
The area of the EIROF can be reduced by changing the RRDE geometry to
a thinner ring-disc gap and a thinner ring. A thinner gap would however
have the disadvantage of increasing the influence of the disc current on the
ring potential, Sec. 7.4.102,194

7.6 RRDE-pH Linear sweep voltammetry
7.6.1 Experimental

Ideally the RRDE-pH system should allow real time measurements, to track
changes in near surface conditions, as they occur. Therefore, in addition
to the current step experiments a series of linear sweep voltammetry (LSV)
was measured. Again, experiments were performed both on water and
oxygen reduction in unbuffered 0.1 M NaClO4, but focus lies on the ORR.
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LSV was measured at 5 mV s−1 down to −1.75 V, starting at −0.1 V and
0.2 V for water and oxygen reduction, respectively. The rotation rates tested
were, 300, 600, 900 and 1500 rpm. Prior to each sweep the disc was cleaned
by oxidising and reducing it twice. Right before and after each sweep the
electrode was allowed to equilibrate for 10 min (3000 rpm). Further details
can be found in the experimental section of Paper III.

7.6.2 Results and discusion

The results from the LSV experiments, measured at 300 and 900 rpm are
shown in Fig. 7.5. The ring potentials were corrected for the potential drop
induced by the disc current (as described in Sec. 7.4) and converted to pH
using calibration curves (a = 69 mV, b = 761 mV). Fig. 7.5 shows the disc
current and ring pH as a function of the potential, on the left and right
ordinate, respectively. To show the relation between current and pH more
clearly, pH was plotted as increasing in the negative direction.

In addition to the experimental pH, the theoretical surface pH at the disc
is included in Fig. 7.5. These values were calculated using the disc current
and Levich’s model for non limiting current conditions, Sec. 3.1.2.138
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Figure 7.5: Linear sweeps in O2 saturated 0.1 M KCl, with rotation at (a) 300 and
(b) 900 rpm. The solid lines represent the disc current, dashed lines the theoretical
surface pH, dotted lines the measured pH on the ring.

For the theoretical curves in Fig. 7.5 a bulk pH of pH 7 was assumed.
As a result minimal current densities at the start of the sweep show up as
large changes in pH. This coincides with the region of slow response of
the EIROF and results in a large discrepancy between the measured and
calculated pH. As the scan progresses the current density and pH increase
and the EIROF’s response rate improves. Between −0.1 V and −0.2 V the
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experimental curves catch up with the theoretical ones. The difference
between experimental and theoretical pH in the plateau regions can be
attributed to the efficiency of the system.

For amperometric RRDE experiments the collection efficiency of the
RRDE is defined as the ratio between product concentration on the disc and
product concentration detected on the ring. The collection efficiency can
either be measured experimentally using a standard system (i.e. hexacyano-
ferrate), or calculated from the three radii defining the electrode geometry.
For potentiometric experiments a geometrically defined detection efficiency
exists as well, but it differs from the traditional collection efficiency, see
Sec. 3.1.2.9 Furthermore, since the pH depends logarithmically on the hy-
droxide concentration the efficiency shows itself as a constant offset instead
of a ratio. In the present experiments the geometry of the RRDE should
lead to a pH at the ring that is 0.6 units below that at the disc.9

The LSV in Fig. 7.5 already shows that the measured relation between
disc current and ring pH is not linear. The lagging and catching up of
the ring response, discussed above, is more clearly visualised in a plot of
log |jdisc| against the ring pH, Fig. 7.6b.

Ideally the ring response should be linear with the logarithm of the
disc current. Furthermore, the slope should be unity for a 1 electron per
hydroxide process. However, in Fig. 7.6b, the ring pH initially seems inde-
pendent of the disc current, until approximately −0.01 mA cm−2. As the
current density further increases, the response starts to exceed unity around
−0.1 mA cm−2. Finally close to 1 mA cm−2 a linear regime is reached. The
slope however is around 0.8, indicating the ring measurements are overes-
timating the pH changes. Similar results were obtained from the current
step experiments. Both are summarised in Table 7.2. The origin of this
phenomenon is attributed non-ideal behaviour of the experimental setup.
However, a full explanation would be an interesting track for future work.

7.7 Practical considerations

As mentioned at the start of this chapter, the final purpose of the experiments
described here was to measure on the electrodeposition of zinc oxide. An
important complication in such experiments is the temperature required for
the experiments. Regular ZnO depositions are performed at 80 ◦C, which
puts high demands on the electrodes used. Differences in thermal expansion
of the electrode and case material can cause cracks between the case and
the electrode.
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Figure 7.6: (a) pH measured on the ring as a function of the logarithm of the disc
current, at a rotation rate of 600 rpm. (b) Logarithm of the disc current density as a
function of the ring pH, for linear sweep experiments in oxygen saturated 0.1 M
NaClO4.

Table 7.2: fits of log(j) - pH, for O2 reduction. Only the points up to 1mA were
used in the fits.

steps LSV
w/rpm a b a b

300 0.81 −8.5 0.84 8.9
600 0.85 −8.7 0.79 7.9
1200 0.89 −8.7 0.79 8.0
1500 0.82 −8.2 0.84 8.5

The RDEs used in this thesis were home made. A 3 mm wide cylinder
of the electrode material was glued to a cylindrical brass holder with silver
epoxy. This piece was then either pressed into a PEEK body or cast in epoxy
(Epofix, Struers). After curing the epoxy was worked into an approximately
1.3 cm wide cylinder. RRDEs were prepared in epoxy in a similar fashion,
but around the brass piece containing the disc a second brass cylinder was
placed that supported the ring. These were centred and cast in epoxy.

When cracks exist between the epoxy and metal a liquid contact can
form between iridium oxide film and the brass support. In this situation
the iridium oxide can be reduced at the expense of the brass. As a result
ocp measurements in buffer solutions do not result in stable readings, but
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drift towards a single potential value, regardless of pH.
The assumption of crack formations was confirmed in various ways.

First, after some use an oxide became visible on the brass inside the epoxy.
Second, after removing IrO2 films by polishing, small peaks remained visible
in the CV. Third, charging current on clean electrodes also increased up to a
factor 100. Finally, the presence of iridium oxide in between the metal and
epoxy was confirmed with EDX.

Attempts were made to use different epoxy resins to prepare electrodes
that can withstand a higher temperature, but unfortunately this did not
succeed. Therefore the application of EIROFs in the study of zinc oxide
electrodeposition remains an experimental challenge.

Also in room temperature experiments leaking electrodes provided a
challenge. The best results in electrode preparation were obtained after
roughening the metal surface with SiC paper and treating it with, 3-glyci-
doxypropyltrimethoxysilane in pentane.197 This compound functions as a
linker between the metal and epoxy, improving the sealing.

7.8 Conclusions

Electrodeposited iridium oxide was successfully used as pH sensor in a
RRDE setup to measure pH in situ near the electrode surface. The pH
increase during water and oxygen reduction were monitored and compared
to theoretical values. To ensure that hydrogen peroxide, formed in the ORR,
would not interfere with the pH response its influence on EIROFs was tested
separately.

Care must be taken that the EIROF is brought into an oxidation state
matching the chemical environment of the analyte. However, after a suitable
potential conditioning no influence of H2O2 was observed. For use in
the presence of different redox species (and concentrations), tests will be
necessary. But these results do show that with suitable conditioning pH
measurements with EIROF can be performed in redox active solutions.

Under near neutral conditionings the response time of the EIROF was too
low, to allow potentiodynamic measurements. This has been attributed to
the finite capacitance of the EIROF and the amount of protons or hydroxide
ions necessary to equilibrate the film with the solution. Under near neutral
conditions the concentration of either species is sufficiently low for mass
transport to slow down the response.18 Reducing the capacitance of the film
would improve the response under these conditions.

The titanium ring used as the EIROF substrate did not allow proper
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conditioning at low potential, hindering measurements in a reducing envi-
ronment. The choice for titanium was made because of better adhesion of the
films, but gold would have been advantageous with respect to conditioning.

The measured pH was slightly higher than expected from calculations.
More work is necessary to understand this behaviour. Meanwhile, practical
application of the RRDE-pH method does not need to be hindered by this
issue, since it can be circumvented by calibration of the RRDE with a known
redox system.



8 Zinc oxide deposition

This final paper based chapter presents the work on ZnO
deposition that initiated the studies presented in the pre-
vious 3 chapters. The chapter is based on Paper V.

8.1 Introduction

This PhD project started out with the intent of investigating the deposition
of zinc oxide rods. This was initiated as a new research track within a then
ongoing work that focussed on ZnO for application in, among others, LEDs.
Initially, chemical growth methods were investigated, but soon attention
shifted to electrochemical deposition. This chapter starts with a few results
from chemical growth of ZnO rods to provide an impression of the deposits
that can be obtained. Next, experiments on the electrodeposition of ZnO
will be presented, with focus on the influence of current density on the
deposits.

8.2 Chemical growth

Several methods exist to deposit zinc oxide rods. In this work hydrothermal
growth, chemical bath deposition and electrodeposition were used. In both
non-electrochemical methods silicon wafers, sometimes coated with gold,
were heated in aqueous zinc solution for up to two hours at 90-95 ◦C.122

Hydrothermal growth was performed in closed bottles in an oven using
a 0.1 M solution of ZnCl2 adjusted to pH 10 with ammonia.198 CBD was
carried out from an equimolar solution of 25 mM Zn(NO3)2 and hexamine

81
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(HMT) in a watch glass covered beaker on a hotplate. Both methods gave
similar results.

A crucial factor determining the morphology of the deposits was the
substrate and treatment thereof. On bare silicon or gold only scarce dis-
tributions of relatively large structures were obtained, Fig. 8.1. However,
dense arrays of small ZnO rods were obtained on these otherwise unsuitable
substrates by seeding their surface with ZnO.

Figure 8.1: SEM images (15 kV) of ZnO prepared by chemical bath deposition on
Au without seeding, at different magnification.

Two methods for seeding are commonly used, both described by Greene
et al.199,200 The first involves colloidal ZnO from solution that is dried onto
the substrate surface.199 Seeding with colloids has the advantage of being a
room temperature method, suitable for temperature sensitive substrates. A
drawback however, is the poor alignment of the resulting rods. This issue
is solved with the second method.200 Here, the substrate is first covered
with a 5 mM solution of zinc acetate in absolute ethanol. Then it is rinsed
with ethanol and heated to 250-300 ◦C to decompose zinc acetate particles
deposited in the first step. This procedure is repeated 3 to 5 times. Results
for both CBD and hydrothermal growth on silicon, seeded using method 2,
can be seen in Fig. 8.2.

Even after seeding the role of the substrate is not completely subdued.
Fig. 8.3b shows how growth on SiC, which has a lattice matches that of ZnO,
yields similarly small but better aligned rods. Without seeding, growth on
SiC yielded only a scarce distribution of large, micron sized, thick rods that
were lying mostly flat on the surface, Fig 8.3a.
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Figure 8.2: SEM images (15 kV) of ZnO, grown on seeded by (a) and (b) chemical
bath deposition and (c) hydrothermal growth.

Figure 8.3: SEM images (15 kV) of ZnO deposited by chemical bath deposition on
(a) bare and (b) seeded (ZnO) SiC.

Simplicity is a great advantage of both CBD and hydrothermal growth.
Using a seeding procedure materials varying from silicon, metals or even
polymers will suffice as a substrate for ZnO growth.199,200

8.3 Electrodeposition

More direct control of the size and density of the deposits can be acquired
using electrochemistry. On gold the nucleation density is much greater us-
ing electrodeposition than either of the two chemical methods just described.
Consequently, small ZnO structures can be formed routinely without the
need for seeding. The role of the substrate, however, is not entirely elimi-
nated. For example, electrodeposition on bare silicon is more challenging
than on gold.127
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The chemical foundation of this electrochemical growth method lies
in the strong dependence of the solubility of ZnO on pH, discussed in
Sec. 2.7.1. At room temperature it decreases from a molar to micromolar
level upon changing pH from 6 to 9–10.5 In the electrodeposition of ZnO
the deposition reaction itself is not of an electrochemical nature. Instead, an
electrochemical reaction is used to induce hydrolysis and precipitation.

The deposition current density and surface pH are directly related,
therefore a series of experiments was performed to determine how the mor-
phology of the ZnO deposit depends on the current density. Depositions
were carried out at 80 ◦C on gold RDEs (1000 rpm) under galvanostatic con-
ditions for 45 min. The electrolyte consisted of 0.1 mM ZnCl2 and 0.1 M KCl
and was saturated with oxygen prior to starting the experiments. The depo-
sition current density was varied from −0.03 mA cm−2 to −2.82 mA cm−2.
After finishing the deposition the electrodes were rinsed with Milli-Q water
and allowed to dry.

8.3.1 Morphology

A series of high and low magnification SEM images was recorded (2 to 5 kV)
to obtain information on the morphology of the deposits, Fig. 8.4 and 8.5.
The SEM results from the experiment at −0.03 mA cm−2 are not included
because no deposit was found.

The size and coverage density of the ZnO structures were measured
using the ImageJ software.201 Data on the diameters was obtained by mea-
suring roughly 100 structures and the coverage was determined by counting
areas containing approximately 300 structures. For the deposits obtained
at −0.07 mA cm−2 and −0.14 mA cm−2 less structures were analysed as for
those obtained at higher current densities, because of the low coverage.
No coverage density was determined for these deposits because the values
would strongly depend on the spots chosen for analysis. At higher cur-
rent densities the electrode was uniformly covered, allowing information
from small areas to be extrapolated to the entire surface. The results are
summarised in Table 8.1,

Fig.8.4a and b show that at −0.07 mA cm−2 and −0.14 mA cm−2 the dis-
tribution of ZnO on the surface was nonuniform. The ZnO structures were
mainly found around irregularities on the surface, indicating nucleation
was not well facilitated, Fig 8.6b.

At −0.07 mA cm−2 large and very course ZnO structures were formed,
seemingly made up from hexagonal platelets. The overall shape was hexag-
onal to some degree, but not well defined. Their interior was very smooth
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1 ma j = -0.07 mAcm-2 1 mb j = -0.14 mAcm-2

1 mc j = -0.28 mAcm-2 1 md j = -0.71 mAcm-2

1 me j = -1.41 mAcm-2 1 mf j = -2.82 mAcm-2

Figure 8.4: ZnO grown electrodeposited on gold at a constant current density of
(a) −0.07 (b) −0.14 (c) −0.28 (d) −0.71 (e) −1.41 and (f) −2.82 mA cm−2
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200 nma j = -0.07 mAcm-2 200 nmb j = -0.14 mAcm-2

200 nmc j = -0.28 mAcm-2 200 nmd j = -0.71 mAcm-2

200 nme j = -1.41 mAcm-2 200 nmf j = -2.82 mAcm-2

Figure 8.5: ZnO grown electrodeposited on gold at a constant current density of
(a) −0.07 (b) −0.14 (c) −0.28 (d) −0.71 (e) −1.41 and (f) −2.82 mA cm−2
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Table 8.1: Diameters (average, minimum, maximum and standard deviation) and
coverage density of ZnO grown at different current density, determined from
Fig. 8.4 and 8.5.

j d dmin dmax σ density
mA cm−2 nm nm nm nm µm−2

−0.07 537 213 1158 188
−0.14 182 81 520 35
−0.28 121 44 241 36 11
−0.71 122 63 193 24 20
−1.41 82 42 128 18 36
−2.82 96 50 198 22 19

compared with the surface, Fig 8.6b. At −0.14 mA cm−2 clearly hexago-
nal rods were formed and a large reduction in size was found. The size
distribution was wide for both experiments.

200 nma j = -0.07 mAcm-2 100 mb j = -0.07 mAcm-2

Figure 8.6: SEM images (5 kV) of ZnO deposited under the same conditions as
Fig. 8.5a. (a) High magnification showing the smooth interior compared with the
coarse exterior (b) Low magnification, showing the poor nucleation density at
−0.07 mA cm−2.

From−0.28 mA cm−2 up to −1.41 mA cm−2 smooth hexagonal ZnO rods
were obtained. Furthermore, the deposit became increasingly dense, the rod
size decreased and the size distribution became more narrow. At the highest
current density tested, −2.82 mA cm−2, the rod distribution became more
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scarce again and the size and size distribution both increased. Additionally
the rods looked to have started to dissolve.202

8.3.2 Deposition curves

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) was used to increase the surface pH
and force ZnO deposition. On gold the ORR can involve 2 or 4 electron,
Eq 8.1 and 8.2. At low overpotential the reduction stops at hydrogen
peroxide, whereas at higher overpotential further reduction to hydroxide
can proceed.

O2 + 2 H2O + 2 e− −→ H2O2 + 2 OH− (8.1)

O2 + 2 H2O + 4 e− −→ 4 OH− (8.2)

The limiting current density for an electrochemical reaction on a rotating
disc electrode (RDE) is given by the Levich equation, Eq. 7.3.138 At 80 ◦C
the relevant physical constants, to calculate the limiting current density,
are different from room temperature. The diffusion constants of oxygen,
hydroxide ions and zinc ions are 5.31× 10−5 cm2 s−1, 12.2× 10−5 cm2 s−1,
2.5× 10−5 cm2 s−1.203,204 The kinematic viscosity of water ν is reduced from
8.9× 10−3 cm2 s−1 at 25 ◦C to 3.64× 10−3 cm2 s−1 at 80 ◦C.176 The oxygen
solubility is merely 0.8 mM compared with 1.27 mM at room tempera-
ture.5,176

Under these conditions the limiting current density, according to the
Levich equation, equals 3.5 and 7.1 mA cm−2 for the 2 and 4 electron reac-
tion, respectively. These values lie well within the limits of the values used
for deposition. However, Goux et al. showed that the presence of zinc in
solution strongly inhibits the ORR on ZnO electrodes.205

In the deposition curves in Fig. 8.7 the potential reaches its lowest
value near −1.2 V. Under the present experimental condition the reduction
of Zn2+ to metallic zinc can occur from −0.9 V vs NHE.138 Furthermore,
zinc stripping has been reported after scans to −1.0 V (vs SCE) under
similar conditions.135 It is therefore likely that zinc deposition took place at
−2.82 mA cm−2 and even hydrogen evolution cannot be excluded.

For current densities more negative than −0.28 mA cm−2 the potential
went through a minimum during the first minutes of the deposition. In
potentiostatic deposition this feature was represented by a slowly increasing
current density at the start of the deposition (not shown). The origin of this
feature can be discussed in terms of the morphology of the deposits.

The formation of ZnO rods during electrodeposition has been proposed
to be influenced by the relative diffusion rates of Zn2+ and OH–.206,207
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Figure 8.7: Potentiometric curves for ZnO deposition from 0.1 M KCl and 0.1 mM
ZnCl2 at 80 ◦C

As mentioned above, diffusion is about 5 times slower for zinc than for
hydroxide ions. Diffusion of oxygen is approximately twice as fast as for
zinc and in addition only one oxygen molecule is required for every two
zinc ions. After the start of ZnO rod formation the surface would, therefore,
be depleted of zinc and ZnO growth would mainly occur at the rod tips.
Hence, in the interior of the rod forest less zinc would be available than at
the start of the experiment. As a result, the ORR is less inhibited and the
deposition current density can be maintained at less negative potentials.

8.3.3 Surface pH

Similar to the previous chapter, calculations were made to get an indication
of the surface pH. Surface pH profiles were calculated using the theory
described in Sec. 3.1.2 and more specifically Eq. 3.21.

Owing to enhanced diffusion and the lower autoprotolysis constant
of water, the surface pH at 80 ◦C is lower than at room temperature, also
the diffusion layer is more compact. For the calculations two cases were
considered. First, near surface pH profiles, similar to Fig. 3.3, were calculated
for the conditions used in the deposition experiments, not including ZnCl2.
The resulting profiles are shown in Fig. 8.8a. The grey horizontal line
corresponds to the pH at which a ZnO solubility of 0.1 mM is reached.

Next, speciation calculations were performed for 0.1 mM ZnCl2 in 0.1 M
KCl at 80 ◦C for a range of starting pH values, using the SolGasWater
software208 and thermodynamic data from Goux et al.4 The starting and
final pH, obtained from these calculations, were used to calculate new
surface pH profiles. This was done by taking the pH values in Fig. 8.8a
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Figure 8.8: (a) Near surface pH at 80 ◦C, the profile was calculated according to
the Levich model.138 The numbers in the legend specify the current density in
mA cm−2. (b) pH profile in the diffusion layer after correction for the presence of
ZnCl2.

as the starting values, and replacing them with the final values from the
speciation calculations. The profiles, thus obtained, are shown in Fig. 8.8b.
These profiles represent the pH near the surface under the experimental
conditions used and assuming that no mass transport takes place.

According to Fig. 8.8b, at −0.28 mA cm−2 the solubility limit is al-
most reached. However, in the experiments deposition took place even
at −0.07 mA cm−2. Comparing Fig 8.8a and b the influence of zinc on the
pH is largest for near neutral conditions. In addition, mass transport of
oxygen is far from limiting at these current densities, i.e. there is still a
concentration of oxygen at the surface. Fig. 8.4a and 8.5a show that the
electrodes were not perfectly smooth. Hence, at the edges of scratches and
pits, the current density can be enhanced, which could lead to suitable
conditions for ZnO to precipitate. The tendency of the deposit to follow
scratches can be seen in Fig. 8.6b.

At −0.28 mA cm−2 uniform coverage of rods was found. This current
density is on the borderline for precipitation under the assumption of
uniform zinc distribution, Fig. 8.8b. However, the experimental results
clearly demonstrate that the zinc buffering capacity is smaller than expected,
i.e. the zinc concentration at the surface is not constant and the pH can
increase more than expected from Fig. 8.8b. For current densities down
to −1.41 mA cm−2 the number of rods increases, which coincides with a
reduced size of the individual rods. This would be due to the distribution of
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the same amount of ZnO over more structures. As was shown by Peterson et
al.209 there is a delicate balance between concentration and pH that impacts
the efficiency of the growth. For electrodeposition this balance is between
concentration and current density. Clearly at 2.82 mA cm−2 the optimum is
passed, compare Fig. 8.5e and f.
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Figure 8.9: Solid ZnO fraction as a function of distance from the electrode surface
according to the speciation, corresponding with Fig.8.8b

Initial thoughts on the poor quality of the ZnO rods grown at−2.82 mA cm−2

went to a possible overshoot in the pH. However, according to Fig. 8.8a
this is not likely at 80 ◦C. An alternative explanation is that at this current
density homogeneous precipitation can occur away from the surface. For
example, for −2.82 mA cm−2 approximately 50 % of the zinc should precip-
itate at 30 µm from the surface, Fig 8.9. At 20 µm 98 % of the zinc should
be in the form of ZnO, locally depleting the solution from zinc, inducing
dissolution of the rods.

8.4 Conclusions
ZnO rods were grown electrochemically from potassium chloride solutions
at 80 ◦C. The rod size and number of rods per unit area depends on the
current density, at a given zinc concentration in solution. The current density
and zinc concentration both influence the surface pH, responsible for the
precipitation of ZnO on the electrode surface. An optimum in density
was found at −1.41 mA cm−2, for deposition from 0.1 M KCl, 0.1 mM ZnCl2
at 1000 rpm. Past optimum conditions were explained on the basis of
dissolution of ZnO, due to local depletion of dissolved zinc.
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The potentiometric deposition curves exhibited a peak at the start of the
depositions. This shape was explained in terms of relative diffusion rates of
Zn2+, O2 and OH– and the rod shaped morphology of the ZnO structures.



9 Conclusions and future work

In his chapter the conclusions from this thesis and the
accompanying papers are presented. The chapter is con-
cluded with a few suggestions for future work.

Starting as a tool iridium oxide turned into the central topic of this thesis.
In order of appearance the EIROF related studies involved the deposition
medium, pH sensing, electrochemical properties, and applications in RRDE-
pH experiments.

Crystalline iridium oxide nanoparticles were found in TEM on EIROF
samples and samples prepared from a dialysed deposition solution. It is
likely though that non-particulate, multinuclear, iridium species also have
a role in the deposition of EIROF. The oxidation of an oxalato complex
as the deposition reaction, as has been suggested before, is unlikely. No
oxidation of oxalate was detected on EIROFs and on gold this reaction was
suppressed by iridium in solution. However, oxalate could have a role in
stabilising iridium oxide nanoparticles in the solution.

Hydrogen peroxide was found to have a dual function in the preparation
of the deposition solution. Initially under acidic conditions it acts as an
reducing agent, but at a later stage under alkaline conditions, it functions as
an oxidising agent. Carbonate was proposed to stabilise the system by min-
imising local pH fluctuations that could induce spontaneous precipitation
of hydrous iridium oxide.

Experiments with EIROF deposited on gold, showed that the pH sensitiv-
ity of EIROF varies with the average oxidation state in a manner resembling
the cyclic voltammogram. Maximum sensitivity was found after potential

93
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conditioning near the first redox couple in the CV: a potential region of
maximum redox buffer capacity. A second lower maximum was observed
for conditioning potentials near the second couple, which also shows lower
peak currents compared with the first. The relation between pH sensitivity
and oxidation state was discussed in terms of mixed contributions from
hydrous and anhydrous iridium oxide in the films.

The correlation between EIROF potential at pH 0 and the conditioning
potential showed that beyond the first redox couple only about one third of
the iridium sites is available for further oxidation. This effect was further
addressed in the context of a recently formulated binuclear mechanism
for the OER. The lower slope is interpreted as partial oxidation of Ir(IV),
limited by nearest neighbour repulsion of the resulting Ir(V) sites. Thus, this
redox process is divided into two steps: one preceding and one overlapping
the oxygen evolution reaction (OER). It illustrates how hydrogen bonding
suppresses the binuclear OER, implicitly favouring Ir(V) oxide formation
above the thermodynamic onset potential for the OER at low pH.

Since, EIROFs are redox active, their interaction with redox species in
solution could hinder pH measurements. Measurements on the influence of
H2O2 on EIROF confirmed that this can indeed happen. However, for low
concentrations the effect can be minimised by conditioning the electrode at
a suitable potential. This can either be achieved actively, with a potentio-
stat, or passively, by equilibrating the electrode with the analyte prior to
measurements.

The relation between oxidation state and pH sensitivities has two impor-
tant consequences. First, as shown for H2O2, the sensor can be optimised
for specific solutions. Second, if a drift occurs in long term measurements
the sensor can be “reset” to a well defined state, by fixing its potential at a
known pH.

After studying their pH sensing behaviour, EIROF were successfully
used in RRDE experiments to measure near surface pH during water and
oxygen reduction. For this purpose titanium/gold RRDEs were used with
EIROF electrodeposited on the ring. In terms of adhesion, titanium is an
excellent substrate, however the EIROF/Ti system lacks electrochemical
activity at low potentials. Compared with gold substrates, this reduces the
pH sensitivity at low potentials and limits the potential range available for
conditioning. Hence, depending on the application different substrates are
favoured.

During the RRDE measurements, the pH sensing properties of the EIROF
were more stable during the experiments on oxygen reduction than on water
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reduction. This was explained by the more constant redox environment
prior to and during the ORR experiments. In steady state measurements
the response time of the EIROF was shown to be large at near neutral
to mildly alkaline conditions. In LSV measurements this slow response
resulted in a lag in the pH measured at the ring, relative to the disc current.
In unbuffered solutions the concentration of hydroxide at intermediate pH
is too low to immediately provide sufficient hydroxide to the film to reach
an equilibrium. Mass transport, therefore, becomes a limiting factor for the
response. Hence, for low disc current densities steady state measurements
are recommended.

For both water and oxygen reduction the surface pH measured, indicated
that slightly more than one hydroxide ion was formed per electron. The
origin of this observation was not identified, but it is most likely related
to non-ideal behaviour of the RRDE. However, calibration with a known
redox system would facilitate the study of new reactions, so application is
possible.

Finally, conclusions from the experiments that initiated the interest in
near surface pH and iridium oxide i.e. electrodeposition of zinc oxide.
Experimental results on the influence of current density on zinc oxide rod
deposition on gold RDEs show a delicate relationship between current
density and ZnO morphology. This was discussed within the context of
complex formation in solution, solubility and surface pH. An optimum
in coverage and a minimum diameter and size distribution was found at
−1.41 mA cm−2, for deposition from 0.1 M KCl, 0.1 mM ZnCl2 at 1000 rpm.

9.1 Future work

The aim of this thesis was to measure near surface pH during electrochemi-
cal reactions. This idea got started with a question regarding the surface
conditions during zinc oxide deposition. However, the concept of near sur-
face pH measurements can be considered in much broader perspective than
only the deposition of zinc oxide. Within the subject of electrodeposition,
other compounds, such as iron, nickel and cobalt oxide or combination
thereof, could be considered.

Other electrochemical systems, where protons are formed or consumed
are of interest as well, such as corrosion, oxygen reduction hypochlorite
oxidation and reduction, biomolecules etc. To study the reaction mechanism
for such reactions, in situ pH measurements close to the electrode surface
are invaluable.
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Before RRDE-pH measurements can become a generally applicable tool,
optimisation is still required. The main issue is the response time at small
deviations from neutral pH. This problem could be solved in several ways.
The mass transport limitations could, at least partly, be lifted by reducing
the active volume of the film. This can be achieved, either by reducing the
thickness of the film, or the dimensions of the ring.

A thinner ring would have the additional advantage of sampling a
narrower region across the disc, improving the accuracy. A thinner disc-ring
gap, would also be beneficial by reducing the area of the ring, but it would
enhance the potential effects at the ring caused by the disc current.102 Since
these potential effects are related to the disc current, this could be solved
by replacing the disc with a ring, forming a rotating ring-ring electrode.210

This would also give new challenges with regards to electrode construction.
Finally, alternative methods could be considered. The combination of

RDEs with colorimetric or fluorescent pH sensing compounds might be an
interesting concept. RDE would then be prepared with a, redox inactive,
pH sensing material on the insulating parts of the electrode. Gradients
in colour or fluorescence could then be measured during electrochemical
experiments, to obtain information about the near surface pH.

Measurements at elevated temperatures are more demanding for the
RRDE. The construction of electrodes that are sufficiently leak proof, even
under heating, has proved challenging. Considering that even commercial
high temperature RRDEs in PEEK are at a beta stage, there is work left to
be done in this area.
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